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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
EFFICIENT LOAD RATING AND
QUANTIFICATION OF LIFE-CYCLE
DAMAGE OF INDIANA BRIDGES DUE
TO OVERWEIGHT LOADS
Introduction
Over the lifetime of a bridge, traffic loads cause numerous
stress-strain cycles within bridge components, which in turn lead
to the slow accumulation of damage. The rate of progression of
this damage is affected by several human-induced and natural
factors, such as volume and type of traffic loads, environmental
conditions, and maintenance practices. Traffic volume and truck
weights have been steadily increasing with the growth and
technical development of the freight industry. Because further
increased truck weight limits are anticipated in the future, this
research focused on the potential detrimental effects of such
increases on the durability of bridges, especially due to overweight
trucks.
A computational approach to assess the effect of different load-
related and environmental factors on the durability of bridge
components is presented in this report. Detailed finite element
models calibrated using data from inspection reports of real
bridges were used for this study. The basic idea behind the
durability model developed here is that repetitive loading and
natural conditions cause damage to the bridge structure. Damage
is represented as a degradation of the material properties of each
and every point in a structure based on the level of stresses at that
point resulting from repetitive traffic loading. In addition, an
empirical relationship was used to represent degradation due to
natural processes. Thus the finite element model of a representa-
tive bridge was subjected to a set of different vehicle loads to
quantify the stresses (and hence the damage) at all the material
points in the bridge. This damage was scaled by the annual daily
traffic for each vehicle class to account for damage occurring over
a year, and the finite element model updated to reflect this damage
within its elements. The process was repeated successively to
characterize the evolution of damage in the bridge over its lifetime.
Findings
It is shown that this computational approach, with certain
assumptions, is capable of quantifying damage resulting from
loading and environmental factors. The approach was also used to
study different hypothetical scenarios of how this damage could
potentially affect the life of bridge components as loading and
environmental conditions were varied.
A challenging aspect of this research was the calibration of the
durability models developed. A detailed study of all INDOT-
owned bridges (approximately 6,000) and all Indiana bridges
(approximately 18,000) using data from the NBI database was
conducted. Three types of bridges were considered in this study:
reinforced concrete (RC), pre-stressed concrete (PSC), and steel.
The bridges were first classified into 25 different classes according
to 5 different levels of loading conditions and 5 different levels of
natural conditions. Then, using historical condition rating data
from 1994 to 2014 for each of these bridges, a rate of deterioration
corresponding to the 25 different classes of bridges was deter-
mined. An empirical equation to characterize the variation of
these deterioration rates with loading and natural factors was
postulated and calibrated with actual data. The relative impor-
tance of load-related and natural factors in terms of their effect on
the durability of bridge structures was also determined for
different bridge types.
A limitation of the current approach for calibration of
durability models is that annual daily traffic is taken to represent
the level of loading on a bridge. This is usually insufficient since
the loading experienced by a bridge is characterized not only the
total number of vehicles, but also by the axle configurations and
axle loads of each of those vehicles. Unless historical traffic data
with vehicle weights and axle configurations is available for all
bridges being investigated, a precise calibration of the load-related
damage in durability model may not be possible. Another
limitation of the calibration approach adopted is that location
(latitude) of a bridge is taken to reflect its natural condition. This
does not account for local environmental conditions and
maintenance practices that may affect the durability of bridges
significantly.
Implementation
Action items from this research include implementing measures
to collect more detailed vehicular data, possibly with the use of
weigh-in-motion stations, across all major highways to allow a
better characterization of the loads incurred by bridge structures.
Further, it is recommended that during bridge inspections the
environmental conditions affecting durability be characterized on
a scale similar to that presented in Chapter 6 of this study. It is
also recommended that a more detailed component-wise record of
condition ratings be undertaken during bridge inspections. Not
only will this reduce the subjectivity in the determination of these
ratings, but it is also essential for effectively calibrating the
durability models constructed in this study. In addition, a
database of maintenance activities performed on bridges should
be maintained.
Despite some limitations, trends in the real data show that
deterioration rate increases with increased loading and/or with
worsening natural conditions. However, challenges remain with
precisely calibrating the relative importance of load-related and
natural factors on the durability of bridges with real data from
inspection reports. Results from the durability analyses of
different scenarios using the finite element models of representa-
tive bridges show that the effect of increasing trucks weight limits
on these bridges can indeed be quantified and used to generate
deterioration curves for the various bridge components. This
information can also be used by INDOT to streamline permitting
of overweight trucks and for bridge maintenance and operations.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The deterioration of bridges and their components
due to natural and human-induced factors is a major
cause of concern for highway agencies responsible for
transportation infrastructure. There are about 18,600
roadway bridges in the state of Indiana, which are the
focus of this study. It has been reported that approxi-
mately 1,970 of these bridges are structurally deficient
(see Transportation for America, http://t4america.org/
maps-tools/bridges/). Although structurally deficient
bridges are usually not in danger of immediate collapse,
if left unchecked, they do pose a risk. The Indiana
Department of Transportation (INDOT) continuously
monitors and evaluates the condition these bridges
based on National Bridge Inspection Standards (NBIS)
and its own Indiana Bridge Inspection Manual
(INDOT, 2010) to determine the need for repair and
maintenance for ensuring public safety.
A study on bridge failures conducted by Wardhana
and Hadipriono (2003) investigated 503 bridges that
failed during 1989 to 2000 in the United States (486 of
these had suffered collapse, and 17 had become un-
serviceable). Approximately 53% of the 503 failures
resulted due to natural events with flood being the pri-
mary cause. Failures caused by human-induced external
factors such as overloading and deterioration (e.g., due
to corrosion) accounted for approximately 18% of the
503 failures. Thus, understanding the processes behind
damage and deterioration of bridge components and
the factors affecting the rate of damage progression is
of immense practical importance.
In 1971, Congress created the National Bridge
Inspection Standards (NBIS), which are a set of federal
guidelines pertaining to bridge inspection frequency,
inspector qualifications, report formats, inspection and
rating procedures, and the maintenance of a state
bridge inventory. These standards were developed for
bridge inspections nationwide and are minimum stan-
dards. Many states (including Indiana; see INDOT,
2010) have additional guidelines to ensure high stan-
dards in inspection.
Sinha et al. (2009) investigated the life cycle of
approximately 5,500 bridges on the State of Indiana
highway system, the Interstate system, and the US sys-
tem documented in the Indiana Bridge Management
System (IBMS). They suggested that bridges should
be managed during their life cycle as follows: (i) first
deck rehabilitation or replacement around 20 years, (ii)
superstructure replacement around 40 years, (iii) second
deck rehabilitation or replacement around 55 years,
and finally (iv) bridge replacement around 75 years. In
addition to the time-based criteria, the study also deve-
loped condition-based criteria for the assessment of the
need for rehabilitation and deck replacement, depend-
ing upon the condition rating reported by inspectors,
INDOT priorities and availability of funds.
With the growth and technical development of the
freight industry, overweight trucks have become an impor-
tant issue for state highway agencies (see Transportation
Research Board, 1990). Currently, INDOT and other
state DOTs employ various empirical formulas to
determine and allocate costs of the damage incurred
by bridges due to natural- and human-induced causes
and use them to collect permit fees from regular
and overweight trucks. A TxDOT study by McIlrath
et al. (2000) proposed ways to improve bridge rating
and truck permitting procedures using finite element
analysis rather than using empirical equations from
AASHTO. They conducted more detailed analyses of
bridges using SAP 2000 and BRUFEM to calculate the
lateral load distribution factors more accurately and
enable the bridge engineer to determine which trucks
will likely cause damage to bridges. The model enables
one to simulate the response and stress levels within
bridge structures more accurately. When designed appro-
priately for these stresses and loads, longer bridge
service lives are achieved in most cases.
The formulas that are used for highway cost allo-
cation studies (both for initial construction and for
regular maintenance) are usually highly empirical and
are usually derived by allocating costs to different
vehicle classes based on static measures of structural
response such as bending moments or shear forces, etc.
They do not account for the temporal variability in how
damage of structural elements progresses with time and
how the different vehicle classes affect this progression
of damage differently (see Sinha et al., 2000). Recently,
Ahmed et al. (2013) have accounted for bridge damage
rates that are different for bridges at different ages. The
current study provides a further, finer characterization
of this relationship between vehicle load and bridge
damage for bridges of different ages.
In this study, we investigate how the rate of dete-
rioration is affected by different loading and environ-
mental causes, largely focusing on the detrimental effect
of overweight trucks (that are over 356 kN or 80 kip)
on different bridge components. We use detailed finite-
element models of representative bridges in the State of
Indiana to study the progression of damage over the
lifetime of a bridge. Finally, we quantify the effect of
load-related causes vs. environmental factors on the
resulting reduction in service-life of the bridge.
1.1 Objectives
The main objectives of this study are to:
N Develop a computational approach to model the effect of
different natural- and human-induced factors on the
cumulative damage sustained by bridges during their
lifetime,
N Study the effects of changes in traffic patterns (such as
changes in traffic volume or increased limits for over-
weight trucks) and changes in environmental conditions
and maintenance strategies on the progression of damage
in bridges,
N Validate the computational durability model against data
from real inspection reports of Indiana’s bridge inven-
tory using the National Bridge Inventory Database.
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1.2 Research Approach
The research approach is based on Tasks 1–4 men-
tioned below and depicted in Figure 1.1:
1. Identification of a representative set of bridges and repre-
sentative vehicular loads,
2. Finite element modeling of representative bridges for
accurate estimation of localized stresses and strains
3. Quantification of damage due to localized stresses caused
by all load classes, especially overweight trucks
4. Effect of damage caused by overweight trucks on resi-
dual life
This study enhances our understanding of how dam-
age progresses in bridges and what factors affect its rate
of progression. This study also provides an approach
for evaluating how changes in traffic patterns and/or
changes in current maintenance practices can affect the
life of a bridge. Examples of how to use the results of
this research to evaluate overweight permitting policies
are also provided.
2. SELECTION OF REPRESENTATIVE BRIDGES
AND LOADS
In order to study the life-cycle behavior of Indiana
bridges, a set of representative bridges and representa-
tive vehicular loadings needs to be established. The
following two tasks are the focus of this chapter:
1. Identify a set of representative bridges in Indiana; obtain
detailed drawings for the same to facilitate detailed finite
element modeling, and
2. Establish realistic load profiles/classes using AASHTO
vehicle classes, WIM data, and overweight truck data.
The methodology used in this study to identify
representative bridges and representative loads is dis-
cussed next.
2.1 Representative Bridges
Indiana has approximately 18,600 bridges, of which
steel, reinforced concrete and pre-stressed concrete
bridges account for almost 95% of the inventory (see
National Bridge Inventory Database, 2011). The bridges
can be classified based on different factors such as mate-
rial type, span-length, skew, condition rating, AADT
volume, proximity to WIM sites, and their location on
State, US, or Interstate highways. Identification of a
set of bridges that is representative of a large percen-
tage of Indiana’s bridge inventory was carried out by
first generating a statistical sampling of bridges based
on each of these classification criteria. Then specific
bridges were identified for detailed finite element mod-
eling as discussed in the following section. A detailed
list of the representative bridges compiled after statis-
tical sampling is given in Appendix A.
The statistical sampling of bridges in INDOT’s inven-
tory was generated based on the following criteria
noted in the following subsections. All bridges chosen
are owned by the Indiana Department of Transpor-
tation.
2.1.1. Material Type and Length of Bridges
The evolution of damage in a bridge is primarily
dependent on its material-type and geometrical char-
acteristics such as length, breadth, number of spans, etc.
Figure 2.1 shows the percentage distribution of all the
bridges in Indiana classified by their material type.
Pre-stressed concrete, reinforced concrete and steel
bridges are the three most common types of bridges
accounting for nearly 95% of all the bridges in Indiana.
The present study will be confined to these three
material classes.
Figure 2.2 shows the distribution of bridges with re-
spect to their total length, for each of material-type con-
sidered. Based on the distribution of lengths, it is clear
that the most common lengths for presetressed concrete
and reinforced concrete bridges are between 10 and
25 meters while steel bridges of length 50 to 100 meters
are the most common. Steel bridges of length between
10 and 25 meters are the second most common bracket.
Figure 1.1 Project overview.
Figure 2.1 Classification of bridges by material type.
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A sample of bridges from the these length-brackets were
chosen to be representative for each material type.
2.1.2. Bridges on Routes with High Annual Average
Daily Traffic (AADT) Volume
High AADT values over a bridge are indicative of
heavy usage and represent bridges likely to have greater
load-related damage and deterioration. The AADT
map of Indiana for the year 2007 is shown in Figure
2.3. It can be seen that corridors with high AADT
volumes (over 15,000) and include I-65, I-69, I-70 and
I-74 highways. Representative bridges on each of these
corridors were included in the statistical sampling.
2.1.3. Bridges on Corridors with Weigh-in-Motion
(WIM) Stations
The Indiana Department of Transportation (INDOT),
through its Traffic Statistics Section, collects information
on traffic traveling on the state’s highway system, prima-
rily through two traffic-monitoring systems. A Statewide
Traffic Monitoring System consisting of 106 permanent
continuous count stations collects volume, speed, and
vehicle classification data every hour and every day of the
year. Nearly 50 of these sites also utilize weigh-in-motion
(WIM) technology to collect continuous truck weight
data. A second system is the Statewide Coverage Count
Program, which utilizes portable traffic counters to collect
48-hour traffic counts.
Weigh-in-motion data helps in building a realistic
load profile for the bridge and is important for the ana-
lysis of performance of a bridge. Hence, bridges close to
WIM sites and on the corridors with the WIM stations
were identified. The locations of the WIM sites and the
selected bridges are shown in Figure 2.4.
2.1.4. Bridges on Extra Heavy Duty Highways
Another criterion that was considered was bridges on
the extra heavy duty highways. These bridges that carry
a significant portion of the heavy truck traffic and data
from these bridges will help in studying the impact of
overweight trucks on damage progression. For this,
sample bridges on the extra heavy duty highway cor-
ridor (Figure 2.5) were included in the set of representa-
tive bridges considered.
2.1.5. Structurally Deficient Bridges
About 1845 bridges in Indiana are structurally
deficient. Analysis of these bridges is important because
it provides insight into the behavior of deficient struc-
tures under the influence of heavy loads and helps
characterize the effect of damage on residual life of the
structure.
2.1.6. Sufficiency Rating
Bridges of varying sufficiency ratings were selected to
observe the behavior of a structure at different stages of its
life cycle. While sufficiency rating does not directly reflect
the structural condition of a bridge, a higher sufficiency
rating generally indicates a relatively better or usable con-
dition of a bridge. Bridges with sufficiency ratings varying
between 40% and 80% were selected for the study.
2.1.7 Bridges on Different Interstate, State and
US Routes
The state of Indiana has 14 Interstate routes passing
through its region. It also has over 100 state routes and
Figure 2.2 Distribution of pre-stressed concrete, reinforced
concrete and steel bridges based on bridge length.
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20 US routes passing through its domain. A sample of
bridges were chosen from each of these types of
highways including interstate, state and US routes.
2.2 Statistical Analysis for Identifying Representative
Bridges
In order to restrict the number of bridges for detailed
finite element modeling, a ranking of all the bridges in
the sample pool of bridges identified in the previous
section was generated. The ranking was based on a
factor that measures how representative a particular
bridge is of the entire set. This factor was calculated in
the following manner. Data such as span length,
AADT, age and sufficiency rating were assembled for
each bridge. For each bridge, its representative factor
(Z) for each of the criteria mentioned in the previous
subsection was computed as follows:
Z~ X{ms
  ð2:1Þ
where X is the observed value of that bridge for a
particular criterion, m is the mean for each criterion and
s is the standard deviation of each criterion.
The mean representative factor was then computed
for each bridge for all the criteria and bridges were
ranked based on this value. This process ensured that
the bridges were ranked based on their proximity to the
mean value across all criteria and therefore were ran-
ked in order of being representative of INDOT’s bridge
inventory.
2.2.1 Representative Steel Bridge
Through statistical analysis, the westbound US 52
bridge (NBI-19027) in Lafayette IN, shown in Figure 2.6,
Figure 2.3 AADT map of Indiana.
Figure 2.4 WIM site location and choice of representative
bridges.
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was identified as one of the bridges that was closest to the
mean values of all the parameters and it was chosen as
the representative steel bridge for this study. The US 52
bridge (NBI number: 19027) crosses over North 9th
Street Road in Lafayette, Indiana. This bridge was built
in 1970 and is a 5-span continuous steel bridge with no
skew. Only the two steel spans were chosen for FE
modeling due to computational limitations.
The roadway consists of two 3.66-meter-wide (12 ft.)
traffic lanes and a 3.05-meter-wide (10 ft.) and a 1.83-
meter-wide (6 ft.) shoulder. The deck is supported by
8 rolled shape steel girders that behave in full composite
action with the concrete deck. In addition, there are
1.83-meter-long (6 ft.) rolled shape steel diaphragms
welded to the girders every 9.15 meters (23 ft.). Accord-
ing to the inspection report for this bridge (written
before the superstructure of the bridge was recon-
structed in late 2012), condition rating of deck was
4 (poor) due to many full depth patches and torn strip
seal joints. Other deterioration in the 40-year-old bridge
included small cracks in welded connections and many
areas of light rust, which resulted in a condition rating
of 5 (fair) for the steel superstructure. There was no
other obvious evidence of fatigue damage reported.
Figure 2.5 Extra heavy duty highways – northwest Indiana.
Figure 2.6 Representative steel bridge chosen: US 52 bridge (NBI-19027) in Lafayette, Indiana.
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2.2.2 Representative Concrete Bridge
The I-164 bridge over Weinbach Avenue in Evans-
ville, Indiana, shown in Figure 2.7, was identified as
a representative pre-stressed concrete bridge. To sim-
plify the finite element modeling of concrete bridge,
both pre-stressed and reinforced concrete bridges were
modeled in the same way (based on assumptions that
will be discussed in detail in the next chapter). Dimen-
sions of the concrete deck for this bridge are 12.70 m
(41.67 ft.) in width and 41.15 m (135 ft.) in length. The
bridge has three spans of lengths 12.65 m (41.5 ft.),
16.15 m (53 ft.), 12.65 m (41.5 ft.) with no skew. The
thickness of the deck is 203.2 mm (8 in.) and the
compressive strength of concrete (f ’c) as 28 N/mm
2
(4 ksi). The girders are 914 mm (36 in.) deep American
Association of State Highway and Transportation Offi-
cials (AASHTO) Type-II pre-stressed concrete girders
spaced at 2.03m (80 in.).
The two bridges identified here have also been pre-
viously studied using FE models by Wood et al. (2007)
and the steel bridge was also instrumented by Canna
and Bowman (2002). Data from these prior studies hel-
ped in calibrating the finite element models developed
in this study.
2.3 Representative Loads
A set of representative vehicular loadings covering a
wide range of truck weights, number of axles, spacing,
etc., were developed based on conventional AASHTO
load profiles and observed WIM data. Availability of
WIM data enables the calculation of more realistic
structural response envelopes. It also aids in predicting
overweight load profiles in the event of increased truck
weight limits in the future.
The representative loads chosen for this study are
shown in Table 2.1 and depicted in Figure 2.8 and
Figure 2.9. A 66-passenger 12-ton school bus load was
considered to encompass all non-truck traffic. The legal
truck, overweight trucks and superload trucks were
chosen using data on approximately 28,000 permit req-
uests. The methodology used for selection of over-
weight and superload trucks is discussed next.
According to Oversize/Overweight vehicle permitting
handbook in Indiana Department of Revenue (2010),
an oversize/overweight load is one that exceeds the legal
dimensions but does not exceed the limits shown in
Table 2.2. Special permit vehicles include those that are
over 120,000 lbs but less than 200,000 lbs. and finally
superloads are vehicles with gross weight in excess of
200,000 lbs.
Representative overweight and superload truck pro-
files were developed using load configuration data from
existing sources (such as previous INDOT studies and
AASHTO profiles), and from sources such as WIM data
and INDOT permit requests as shown in Figure 2.10.
Superloads were selected with gross vehicle weights
(GVW) 200 kips, 250 kips, 350 kips and 500 kips and
these are considered as special route vehicles in the Bridge
Inspection Manual (2010) as well as in INDOT studies.
In order to determine the axle loads and spacings for each
of the representative superloads, a normal distribution
curve of the axle loads and spacings was generated from
all the associated permit requests, as shown in Figure 2.9.
The average value of the axle load and spacing was chosen
for the representative superloads Group A, Group B,
Group C and Group D. Axle spacing for tandems was
chosen as 4.5 ft. based on INDOT studies (4 ft. to 7 ft.),
the average value in the permit requests, as well as consi-
dering the minimum spacing manual.
To further reduce the computational burden of simu-
lating the effect of different load classes, while still
maintaining fidelity with the above load profiles, a set
of 5 representative vehicles listed in Table 2.3 were cho-
sen to represent the spectrum of traffic loading for this
study.
Figure 2.7 Representative concrete bridge: I-164 bridge in Evansville, Indiana.
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Figure 2.8 (a) 12-ton school bus, (b) HS-20 load, (c) toll road truck, and (d) 120 kip pre-approved truck.
TABLE 2.1
Representative loads chosen (including superloads).
Loading GVW (kips) Total Number of Axles Total Vehicle Length
School bus 24 2 21 ft.
HS-20 72 3 28 ft.
Toll road truck 90 5 28 ft.
Trucks able to get preapproved 120 7 44 ft.
Group A 200 9 78 ft.
Group B 250 13 133.5 ft.
Group C 350 18 161.5 ft.
Group D 500 16 95 ft.
Max. truck* 824 21 127.5 ft.
*Max. truck has 8 tires per axle and was introduced by Wood et al. (2007).
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Figure 2.9 Representative superload configurations.
TABLE 2.2
Oversize/overweight limitation in Indiana.
Dimensions for Overloads
Width 12 ft. 4 in. , 16 ft.
Length 95 ft. , 110 ft.
Height 13.5 ft. , 15 ft.
Weight 80,000 lb. , 120,000 lb.
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Figure 2.10 Compilation of permit request data for overweight and superload groups.
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For simulating the effect of the 5 representative load-
ings depicted in Table 2.3, the transverse position of
each of these vehicles on the bridge, shown in Figure
2.11, was decided based on the lane-wise traffic data
recorded from a traffic station close to the US 52 bridge.
As evident, the superload classes 4 and 5 (Group A and
Group D) are placed in the center of the bridge according
to INDOT practices for superloads crossing a bridge.
Having identified the representative steel and con-
crete bridges and a representative set of loads, detailed
TABLE 2.3
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Figure 2.11 Transverse position of the representative loads on the representative bridges.
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finite element modeling of these bridges was conducted
as explained in the following chapter.
3. FINITE ELEMENT MODELING OF STEEL
BRIDGES
In this chapter we describe details of how the finite
element (FE) models for the two representative bridges
were developed and calibrated with existing data.
3.1 Existing Approaches for Finite Element Modeling of
Bridges
Structural analysis programs used by INDOT to
process special weight permits utilize simplified analy-
sis with lateral load distribution factors specified by
AASHTO (2012) to determine instantaneous girder stres-
ses. This process of analysis usually gives conservative
results for girder stresses (see Wood et al., 2007). Guo
et al., (2012) constructed a 3-dimensional FE model in the
ANSYS (http://www.ansys.com/) software program to
investigate the fatigue performance of specific details on
the bridge and recommended that the optimal size of
the element be determined by weighing the required
level of accuracy against the need for computational
efficiency. Saydam and Frangopol (2011) also built FE
models using the ABAQUS (2011) software program
and suggested that 8-node shell elements with reduced
integration (S8R) be used to model the bridge deck
and the plates of steel girders. They also modeled the
connections between concrete deck and steel girders
using tie connections and rigid links.
3.2 Finite Element Modeling of Concrete-Deck-on-Steel
Girder Bridges
In order to analyze the representative steel bridge
using FE modeling, two steel bridges were investigated
and modeled. One was the representative US 52 bridge
under consideration and another similar bridge chosen
was the I-65 bridge over Ridge road in Lake County,
Indiana. The US 52 bridge has rolled shape girders with
diaphragms while I-65 bridge has steel plate girders
with stiffeners and L-shape cross beams. Table 3.1 com-
pares some key features of these two bridges. Results
validated through FE modeling can be applied to other
bridges with similar details. Both these bridges have
been instrumented and analyzed by FE modeling in
previous studies and therefore help in calibrating the
FE models for this study.
The US 52 bridge chosen in this study had previously
been instrumented by Canna and Bowman (2002) who
had also developed a simple beam-type FE model for it.
They suggested that the diaphragms need to be connec-
ted to girders as fully rigid or hinged connections to
obtain more realistic results. Wood et al. (2007) deve-
loped a full 3-dimensional FE model using 4-node shell
elements in the SAP2000 (http://www.csiamerica.com/
products/sap2000) and ANSYS (http://www.ansys.com/)
software programs and compared their results to the
experimental study conducted by Canna and Bowman
(2002).
3.2.1 Description of the FE Model for the US 52
Representative Steel Bridge
Basic properties of the US 52 bridge are described in
Table 3.2 and depicted in Figure 3.1. For the FE
modeling of the US 52 bridge, shell elements and solid
elements were used for the superstructure such as deck,
parapets, girders and diaphragm. The bearing was not
considered in this study. Table 3.3 shows FE modeling
of US 52 bridge using ABAQUS version 6.11.
In this study, a full-scale FE model of the US 52
bridge (NBI-19027) was constructed as shown in Figure
3.2. The steel superstructure was modeled using 4-node
shell elements (S4R) and 8-node solid elements (C3D8I)
were used for the concrete deck. The dimensions of con-
crete deck were 12.2 meters (40 ft.) width and 28.0
TABLE 3.1
Comparison with two bridges for validation.
Parameter NBI-19027 (US 52) NBI-38750 (I-65)
1. Span 2 Continuous span 2 @ 92 ft. 1 span (simply supported) 118 ft.
2. Girder W36 Rolled Shape Plate Girder
3. Secondary Elements Diaphragm: W18 Rolled Shape Stiffener and L-crossbeam
4. Measurement Canna & Bowman (2002) Wood et al., (2007)
5. FE analysis SAP2000 and ANSYS (Wood et al., 2007) SAP2000 and ANSYS (Wood et al., 2007)
TABLE 3.2
Key parameters for US 52 NBI-19027 bridge.
Parameter NBI-19027 (US 52)
1. Main
Girder
W36X150 (Positive moment area), ASTM A572 steel
W36X230 (Negative moment area), ASTM A572 steel
2. Slab 7.5 in thickness, Ec 5 3,605 ksi, sck 5 4 ksi
3. Frames 8 main girders with welded diaphragms of W18X45
4. Others
No skew; Built in 1970; Parapet height: 33 in.
Interior girder spacing: 6 ft. (see the plan view)
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meters (92 ft.) length per span. The thickness of the
deck was 190.5 mm (7.5 in.) and the compressive stren-
gth of concrete (f ’c) was taken as 28 N/mm
2 (4 ksi). The
deck was connected to girders using the option for tie
connection in ABAQUS (2011) to simulate full compo-
site action. The girders were composed of W920 6 343
(W36 6 230) rolled-shape beams of ASTM A572
steel with Young’s modulus of 200 GPa (29,000 ksi)
and Poisson’s ratio 0.27. For the steel diaphragms
W460668 (W18645) rolled-shape beams of A36 steel
were used. All the steel diaphragms were connected to
girders using the merge option in ABAQUS.
For validation of the 3D modeling, two load cases were
applied as shown in Figure 3.3. The stress values were
obtained at the location with respect to the corresponding
measurements of Canna and Bowman (2002) and of the
FE analysis by Wood et al. (2007). In both these studies,
the bridge was subjected to static load using a truck
weighing 232 kN (52 kip). In addition, Wood et al. (2007)
also considered a ‘‘superload’’ truck weighing 3,665 kN
Figure 3.1 Plan view of US 52 bridge. (Source Wood et al., 2007.)
Figure 3.2 Finite element model of representative steel bridge.
TABLE 3.3
Description of 3D FE modeling parameters for the US 52 bridge.
Parameters 3D Modeling Using ABAQUS
Slab Solid modeling (C3D8R, C3D20R)
Parapets Solid modeling (C3D8R)
Girders Solid modeling (C3D8R, C3D20R) Shell modeling (S4R)
Diaphragms Solid modeling (C3D8R, C3D20R) Shell modeling (S4R)
Connection
conditions
Main girders to concrete slab (Tie-constraint) Diaphragms to main girders (Merge)
Boundary conditions Both of the end supports: Roller Interior support: Fixed
Cross-section view
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(824 kip). Sensors were installed on flanges and the web of
the mid-span of Girder-4 (Canna & Bowman, 2002).
Diaphragms in Row 2 (#2, #3 and #4) were also
instrumented as shown in Table 3.3.
In order to validate ABAQUS modeling subjected to
superload, comparison with Maximum truck load results
was conducted using 824 kips truck superload shown in
Figure 2.9. The maximum truck load was applied on US
52 bridge as shown on Figure 3.4. Sample results from
these test cases of the bridge are shown in Figure 3.5 and
Figure 3.6.
Table 3.4 compares the results obtained from the
FE model in this study to previous studies for both these
truck loads where the locations of the stresses mentioned
in Table 3.3 are shown in Figure 3.2. The current study
uses both shell and solid elements for steel components in
the ABAQUS modeling program. However, solid ele-
ments (especially C3D20R) took much more time in
ABAQUS to calculate the solution than the shell element
models. Nevertheless, results of detailed solid modeling
with C3D20R elements were also very similar to the
results from Wood et al. (2007). The potential reasons for
some of the discrepancies observed in the stress values are
discussed in the next subsection.
In addition to the analysis for the two test trucks and
the maximum load described above, additional analysis
was conducted for all the representative loads men-
tioned in Table 2.1. Figure 3.7 shows how the response
of specific structural elements changes with increasing
load classes. One may note that the localized structural
response for increases load classes is similar to cost
allocation curves which are typically used in determin-
ing permit costs. In these plots, zero applied load cor-
responds to dead load only. It is also noted that the web
gap stress in the US 52 bridge model was close to
ultimate tensile strength of ASTM A572 steel.
Figure 3.3 Applied truck loads. (Source: Wood et al., 2007.)
Figure 3.4 Applied maximum truck load on US 52 bridge.
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Figure 3.5 Results from FE modeling of the US 52 bridge.
Figure 3.6 Location of maximum stresses on US 52 bridge.
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Figure 3.7 Response of structural elements to representative loads.
TABLE 3.4
Comparison of results from current FE model and prior research.
Stress Location
Results from This Study
Modeling Results
Wood et al. (2007)
Measurement Data
Canna & Bowman (2002)
(S4R) Value S4R/Value Value S4R/Value
























































































*The bolded rows correspond to stresses due to a maximum truck load of 3,665 kN (824 kips). The rest of the rows correspond to stresses due to
the test truck load of 232 kN.
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3.2.2 Discussion of Finite Element Modeling and
Calibration
While most stress values matched well with existing
studies, there were discrepancies also. In order to
address the potential effect of these discrepancies, first,
we note that the longitudinal stresses in the flanges of
the girders (which are the main load bearing structural
components) matched very well, and this shows that the
FE model in this study was able to capture the overall
response of the bridge very well. The large discrepancies
in the stresses primarily occurred in the diaphragms,
which are secondary structural elements that redistri-
bute the load in the transverse direction between the
main girders. Discrepancies in these stresses can be
attributed to a variety of reasons ranging from imper-
fect composite action between the deck and girders due
to bridge aging, imperfect weld connections between the
girders and diaphragms, presence of cracks (which can
cause redistribution of stresses away from the cracked
locations) that were not modeled in this study, possible
flaws in the measured data, differences in the FE
models used in this study and that of Wood et al.
(2007), and a range of other possibilities.
Secondly, we point out that the objective of the FE
model in this study is not to accurately capture the
behavior of this particular US 52 bridge in minute
detail, rather it is to model a representative bridge to
study the durability of similar bridges. Since the FE
model in this study is based on the original design of the
bridge, we expect that the durability of the subset of
bridges that are similar to this representative bridge will
be modeled well, on an average. Bridges in this subset
that deviate significantly from the FE model of the
representative bridge used in this study will indeed not
be modeled well with this approach, in much the same
way that two identical material test coupons don’t fail
at the same number of load cycles in a fatigue test
because of minute differences in the microscopic defects
within them. In this particular case, for the US 52
bridge chosen in this study, despite the large differences
in stresses within some of the secondary structural
elements of the bridge, the overall structural behavior
of the bridge is modeled very well and these local
discrepancies are expected to have minimal effect on the
evolution of average damage (especially when averaged
over all the elements) of the bridge.
3.2.3 Calibration of Mesh Size
In order to determine an appropriate element size for
the steel superstructure, the bridge was modeled using
three different levels of FE mesh refinement and was
subjected to a controlled load of 4,450 N (1 kip) moving
along the longitudinal direction. Figure 3.8 shows the
stress-time history under this load at two locations near
the middle of the first span, one at the bottom flange of
a main girder and the other within a diaphragm. With
considerations to aspect ratios of elements, the required
accuracy and the need for computational speed, mesh 2
was chosen as an appropriate level of refinement as it
seemed to provide good results in a moderate amount
of computational time (3 hours for each DT simulation
period). Mesh 2 consisted of 76 mm 6 76 mm (3 in. 6
3 in.) elements for the diaphragm flange, 76 mm 6
114.3 mm (3 in. 6 4.5 in.) elements for the diaphragm
web, 152.4 mm 6 114.3 mm (6 in. 6 4.5 in.) elements
for the girder flange, and 114.3 mm 6 114.3 mm (6 in. 6
4.5 in.) elements for the girder web. Mesh 2 resulted
in a total of 137,000 elements for the entire bridge
model.
3.2.4 Calibration of Model Damping
In order to calibrate default damping ratio consider-
ing gravity, a simply supported beam 250 feet long
with a cross section 30-inch-deep 6 20-inch-wide was
modeled in ABAQUS IMPLICIT as shown in Figure
3.9. Free vibration response of the beam after an initial
downward displacement of 0.5 inch at center of span
was used to compute the appropriate damping. The
displacement time history at the center of span was
measured for 10 seconds as shown in Figure 3.10.
Using Figure 3.10 and the logarithmic decrement
method, damping ratio was computed as:
d% ln xn7xnz1ð Þ~ ln 0:4030:335
 
~0:184
where d denotes the natural logarithm of the ratio of




The damping ratio was also calculated using expo-
nential curve with successive peak value yielding a value
of 4% as shown in Figure 3.11. For steel bridges, a
damping ratio of 3.0% to 4.0% is realistic and is used in
current FE modeling with ABAQUS 6.12.
3.2.5 Description of the FE Model for the I-65 Bridge
(NBI-38750)
The I-65 bridge over Ridge road is located in the
Northwest corner of Indiana in Lake County between
Gary and Hobart (see Figure 3.12). This bridge location
was selected because it is on a known route for
overweight trucks and superloads. More information
of this bridge is described in Table 3.5.
For the FE modeling of the I-65 bridge, shell and
solid elements were used for deck, parapets, girders and
stiffeners. Modeling for the L-shape cross-beam was
conducted using beam elements. Table 3.6 shows
parameters used in the FE modeling of I-65 bridge
using ABAQUS version 6.11.
For validation of the 3D modeling of the I-65 bridge,
the load case causing maximum stress in bottom flange
and stiffener was applied as shown in Figure 3.15. Stress
values were obtained at the different locations correspond-
ing to the measurements and FE analysis conducted
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Figure 3.8 Results of mesh convergence study.
Figure 3.9 Model of simply supported beam used for calibrating damping.
Figure 3.10 Displacement time history at center span.
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TABLE 3.5
Information of NBI-38750 bridge on I-65.
Parameter NBI-38750 (I-65)
1. Main Girder Plate girder (57 in deep ), ASTM A572 steel
2. Slab 9.0 in thickness, Ec 5 3,605 ksi, sck 5 4 ksi
3. Frames 10 main girders with welded L-shape cross beam of Grade 36
4. Others
No skew; Built in 2001
Interior girder spacing: 11.2 ft.
Stiffeners (see Figure 3.13)
Figure 3.11 Estimation of damping.
Figure 3.12 I-65 bridge in Lake County, Indiana.
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TABLE 3.6
Description of 3D modeling for I-65 bridge.
Parameters 3D Modeling Using ABAQUS
Slab Solid modeling (C3D8R)
Parapets Solid modeling (C3D8R)
Girders
Solid modeling (C3D8R)




Crossbeam Wire with L profile (see Figure 3.14)
Connection
conditions
Main girders to concrete slab (Tie-constraint)
Between flanges and web, Stiffeners to girder, Cross beam to Stiffener (Merge)
Boundary
conditions
Both of the end supports: Integral Abutment (Fixed support)
Cross-section view
Figure 3.13 Side view of I-65 bridge.
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Wood et al. (2007). Especially, sensors were installed on
flanges and the web of the mid-span of the girder 6,
7 and 8 as shown in Table 3.6. The 4th cross beams from
the end support between girder 6 and 8, which are closest
to the mid-span, were also instrumented.
Compared to modeling results and instrumentation
data from Wood et al. (2007) in Table 3.7, the current
ABAQUS modeling results based on shell elements for
steel structures of I-65 bridge were very close. Solid
modeling (C3D8R) was similar with the stresses in tension
area such as top flanges. However, detailed solid modeling
with C3D20R was not used for I-65 analysis due to hav-
ing over 500,000 elements. Figure 3.16 shows the deflec-
tion shape of the I-65 bridge subjected to the test load.
For NBI-38750 I-65 bridge, four superload groups
including the maximum truck load were applied.
Figure 3.14 Beam element with L cross-sectional profile used for cross-beams.
Figure 3.15 Applied test truck load on I-65 bridge.
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Prior research of Wood et al. (2007) does not include
the exact location of applied superload on the bridge.
So, the superload groups were applied by conside-
red single axle loads multiplied by influence line
values to find maximum stresses (see Figure 3.17).
The maximum stresses in the longitudinal flange and
stiffeners through ABAQUS modeling are shown in
Table 3.8.
Comparing with the modeling results from Wood
et al. (2007), the current FE model of I-65 bridge based on
shell elements for steel structures performs very closely to
in terms of stresses of longitudinal flanges at the mid-span.
TABLE 3.7
Comparison of ABAQUS modeling results with prior research.
Stress Subjected to Test Load Wood’s Measurement Wood’s Model Solid model (C3D8R) Shell Model (S8R)
Flange of Girder #7 at mid-
span
FT-E -0.3 ksi -0.6 ksi -0.6 ksi -0.03 ksi
FT-W -0.4 ksi -0.6 ksi -0.6 ksi -0.07 ksi
WT-E -0.7 ksi 1.5 ksi 2.1 ksi 1.7 ksi
WB-E 2.0 ksi 2.8 ksi 3.0 ksi 3.4 ksi
FB-E 2.5 ksi 3.8 ksi 7.9 ksi 5.5 ksi
FB-W 2.4 ksi 4.0 ksi 7.9 ksi 5.5 ksi
Flange of Girder #6 at mid-
span
Top -0.4 ksi -0.6 ksi -0.5 ksi -0.15 ksi
Bottom 2.2 ksi 3.2 ksi 5.39 ksi 3.54 ksi
Stiffener close to mid-span Horizontal – 0.02 ksi 0.56 ksi 0.14 ksi
Vertical 2.4 ksi 2.2 ksi 2.0 ksi 1.81 ksi
Cross-beam at mid-span Girder 6,7 2.16 ksi 2.47 ksi 8.4 ksi 2.97 ksi
Girder 7,8 1.92 ksi 2.44 ksi 9.1 ksi 2.13 ksi
Figure 3.16 Results from FE modeling of the I-65 bridge.
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TABLE 3.8
Comparison of results for I-65 bridge with superload.
Max. Stress
Longitudinal Girder #7 at Mid-Span Stiffener of Girder #7 Closest to Mid-Span
Wood’s Modeling Shell Model of ABAQUS Wood’s Modeling Shell Model of ABAQUS
Group A 2.0 ksi 1.89 ksi 8 ksi 7.9 ksi
Group B 2.0 ksi 1.60 ksi 9 ksi 11.7 ksi
Group C 2.5 ksi 2.43 ksi 12 ksi 19.4 ksi
Group D 5.0 ksi 4.58 ksi 22 ksi 26.9 ksi
Max. Truck 7.2 ksi 6.95 ksi 35 ksi 38 ksi
Figure 3.17 Applied superload configurations on the I-65 bridge.
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3.2.6 Summary of FE Modeling of Representative Steel
Bridges
Finite element modeling in 3D using ABAQUS for
this study was validated through two representative
bridges against tests and modeling conducted by Wood
et al. (2007) and Canna and Bowman (2002). While
there were some differences in secondary elements for
the stresses obtained from the finite element models
constructed in this study, the overall behavior of the
two bridges was very similar to existing studies.
4. FINITE-ELEMENT MODELING OF
REINFORCED AND PRE-STRESSED
CONCRETE BRIDGES
In order to construct detailed finite element models
of RC and PSC bridges, modeling the bond and inter-
action between the reinforcing bars and the surround-
ing concrete is essential. A simple reinforced concrete
beam model was first tested to ensure the proper model-
ing of this aspect.
4.1 Modeling of RC Components
A simply supported RC beam of length 20 feet with
cross-section shown in Figure 4.1 (12 inch 6 20 inch)
was modeled in ABAQUS 6.11. The concrete strength,
fc9, was taken as 6,000 psi (41.4 Mpa) and the Young’s
modulus was taken to be 4,000 ksi (2.7 Mpa). The total
area of the reinforcing steel was taken to be 3.14 in2
with modulus 29,000 ksi (200 Gpa) and a yield stress of
60 ksi (414 Mpa). The reinforcing steel is bonded to the
concrete material in ABAQUS using the merge option
while specifying two different material properties for
the concrete and steel components.
4.1.1 Verification for Static Loads
The beam was first subjected to a uniformly distri-
buted load of w 5 0.012 kips/in (6.8 kN/m). As a refe-




















By choosing elements along the beam in the finite
element model, one can compare the calculated and
simulated deflections as shown in Figure 4.2 and
stresses in Figure 4.3. There is a strong correlation
with the theoretical predictions and the results in the
finite element model. The finite element techniques
could be used to model the concrete bridges under static
loadings.
Figure 4.1 Geometry layout and static scheme of the nume-
rical modeling.
Figure 4.2 Comparison of deflection obtained from the FE
model with theory.
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4.1.2 Dynamic Loadings on the Composite Beam
To check the dynamic response of the beam, a tran-
sient unit force shown in Figure 4.4 is applied at the
center of the beam (x~L=2).













where m the mass per length of the bridge, E is the
modulus of the concrete, 4,000 ksi. I is the moment of
inertia, and L is the total length of the beam.
Theoretical displacement at x 5 L/2 as a function of























In Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.6 the deflection and stress
at the center span of the finite element model are
compared to hand calculations with both implicit and
explicit simulations. The time period for deflection is
observed to be 0.048 seconds, which is close to the theoret-
ical value of 0.046 seconds. Thus the results show a good
match of the FE model with theoretical predictions.
4.2 Modeling of Pre-Stressed Concrete
To simulate the effect of pre-stress we developed a
two-part model containing concrete and reinforcing
strand components, and applied a negative temperature
field to the beam to simulate contraction of the steel
after cutting of the pre-stressing strands. This provided
the concrete portions of the beam with an initial
compressive stress as shown in Figure 4.7a. A sub-
sequent application of load then results in the beam
reacting in a manner shown in Figure 4.7b. The
advantages of this model are that the initial stresses
in both the materials: concrete and steel (used in the
rebars), can be accounted for, by providing two dif-
ferent temperature coefficients to both these materials
and the magnitude of compressive force can be varied
by changing the temperature field and/or the tem-
perature coefficients. The procedure is also relatively
simple and convenient to implement in the ABAQUS
software as it only requires calibrating material properties
of the model to obtain the right amount of pre-stress.
Figure 4.3 Comparison of stresses: left: concrete, right: rebar.
Figure 4.4 Force applied to the sample beam.
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Figure 4.5 Explicit and implicit simulations: deflection.
Figure 4.6 Explicit and implicit simulations: stress.
Figure 4.7 FE modeling of a pre-stressed concrete beam.
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where ‘‘sc’’ is the desired compressive stress in the con-
crete after pre-stressing, ‘‘Ac’’ is the area of concrete
section, ‘‘As’’ is the area of pre-stressing steel, ‘‘m’’ is the
ratio of the moduli ( Ep/Ec ), Es and Ec are the elastic
modulus of steel and concrete respectively and ‘‘a’’ is
the coefficient of thermal expansion of steel.
4.2.1 Validation of PSC Modeling
In order to test the performance of this approach for
modeling PSC beams against available experimental
data, the results of a load test performed on a full size
pre-stressed concrete beam from Wood et al. (2007)
were compared. This beam was cast in the Bowen Lab
of Purdue University’s School of Civil Engineering. It
was reported that because of some problems with the
formwork, the cross-sectional properties, such as flange
widths, were varying up to 25% along the span. The
original span length of this AASHTO Type-I beam was
30 ft. and its depth was 28 in. The beam had already
been tested before for a different research project on shear
resistance of beams made of high strength concrete.
Compressive strength of the concrete used for this
beam was 10 ksi. The beam was loaded at its mid-span.
There was no shear reinforcement along the beam
except at the supports. Therefore shear failure and
major cracks occurred around the load point at mid-
span. The beam was fractured into two pieces at the
end of the test. A remaining 18 ft. piece of that beam
was used for testing strain gages and transducers
(Figure 4.8). For the strain gage and transducer test,
the remaining segment of the beam was positioned
such that the shear cracks were not included in the 13 ft.
span between the supports (Figure 4.8). However, there
were two visible cracks at the top of the beam close to
the loading point.
The loading ram used for the test was capable of
applying 150 kips. The load point was located at 4 ft.
from Support 1 and 9 ft. from Support 2. The beam was
loaded up to 100 kips for testing the gages and
transducers several times without causing any addi-
tional cracks. A linear voltage displacement transducer
was also attached to the bottom of the girder at the load
point for measuring the deflections. The load deflection
curve of the beam is presented in Figure 4.9.
The load vs displacement plots for this test compared
with the FE modeling results are presented in Figure
4.9. The results show that the stiffness of the beam as
obtained from the ABAQUS model, matches with the
stiffness of the beam for higher load values. This is
attributed to the fact that the initial cracks in the beam,
as well as non-uniform cross sectional properties of the
beam, cause a reduction in the stiffness of the beam for
initial cases of loading whereas closing of cracks in the
compression region of the beam, on application of
higher magnitudes of loads causes an increase in the
stiffness of the beam.
It may be noted that Type-II PSC girders are desig-
ned to ensure that concrete does not come into tension
for normal loading scenarios. Further, both RC and
PSC beams are expected to remain in the linear res-
ponse regime for all permissible truck loads. Thus to
simply the modeling procedure for PSC and RC
bridges, it was decided that the same process would
be used where the concrete would be treated as an
elastic material and no temperature field would be
applied to create an initial pre-stress. Even with this
assumption, models were found to give very close
results compared to the detailed modeling of pre-
stressed and reinforced concrete as described in the
previous sections.
4.3 Description of the FE Model of the Representative
Concrete Bridge
A full-scale three-dimensional finite element model
of the representative I-164 bridge (NBI-70100) was
constructed using 8-node solid elements (C3D8I) for
both concrete deck and girders, as shown in Figure
4.10. The dimensions of concrete deck were 12.70 m
(41.67 ft.) in width and 41.15 m (135 ft.) in length.
There were three spans in the bridge in the length of
12.65 m (41.5 ft.), 16.15 m (53 ft.), 12.65 m (41.5 ft.)
with no skew. The thickness of the deck is 203.2 mm
(8 in.) and the compressive strength of concrete (f ’c)
was taken as 28 N/mm2 (4 ksi). The girders were
914 mm (36 in.) deep American Association of State
Figure 4.8 Test setup for the PSC beam. (Source: Wood
et al., 2007.)
Figure 4.9 Load vs. deflection plot.
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Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO)
Type-II pre-stressed concrete girders spaced at 2.03m
(80 in.). The girders were connected to the deck using
the merge option in ABAQUS.
Calibration of the FE model is conducted using the
numerical results from Wood et al. (2007). In that
study, the bridge was subjected to a static 320 kN
(72 kip) HS-20 class vehicle loading on the center of
right lane of bridge shown in Figure 4.11, region C.
Instead of using the dimensions and material proper-
ties as per the original design of the bridge, reduced
thickness of the deck and reduced moduli for the steel
and concrete components of the bridge were used to
account for the aging and deterioration already present
in the bridge.
Displacement results from the FE model constructed
in this study are shown in Figure 4.12 and Figure 4.13
and stresses are summarized in Table 4.1. Overall, the results
match very well and small differences can be attributed
Figure 4.10 Finite element of the representative concrete bridge showing the approximate cross-section used for the model.
Figure 4.11 Placement of the test truck for validation of the finite element model.
Figure 4.12 Displacement response of the bridge for the
80 kip truck on the bridge.
Figure 4.13 Deflections at all girder locations of the repre-
sentative concrete bridge.
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to the fact that the FE model in this study is based on
the assumption of linear behavior while the FE model
in Wood et al. (2007) is non-linear. In addition the
current model does not consider the influence of pre-
stress. Nevertheless, the structural behavior of the
bridge is very similar to the reference numerical model
from Wood et al. (2007).
In order to choose an appropriate mesh size, a
convergence study was also conducted. As we decrease
the mesh size the difference of change diminishes thus
the results become convergent. Even though the finest
mesh can provide more accurate results, the computa-
tional time and memory required for such simulations
make it infeasible. In this study, we decide to use mesh
size shown in Figure 4.10.
With finite elements of steel and concrete bridges
calibrated and checked against existing studies, the next
focus will be on studying the durability of the represen-
tative bridge against natural deterioration and damage
caused by traffic loads.
5. COMPUTATIONAL FRAMEWORK FOR
MODELING DURABILITY
Assessing the durability of structures is a very
challenging problem. Even individual structural com-
ponents display an immense variation in their life-
spans. As is well known, this variation results from the
presence of different microscopic defects in otherwise
identical virgin specimens of the same component. Never-
theless, when considering a large number of samples,
statistical relationships describing how various para-
meters affect the life of a component are well estab-
lished in the literature. Fatigue curves (Stress — Number
of cycle relationships) are an example of how the mag-
nitude of stress under cyclic loading affects the number
of loading cycles that a specimen of material can sustain.
In this research, we restrict our attention to model-
ing the durability of bridges with steel, reinforced
concrete or pre-stressed girder systems and rein-
forced concrete decks. Some existing models for
assessing the durability of structures are presen-
ted first and then a detailed description of the
computational framework for durability analysis devel-
oped in this research is provided.
5.1 Existing Models for Durability of Structures
Most existing studies suggest that durability of struc-
tures is primarily affected by environmental factors and
load-related factors.
5.1.1 Deterioration of Steel Components due to
Corrosion
For steel superstructures, corrosion is the primary
cause of environmental damage, especially due to
deicing salts that leach into the structure. Van de
Lindt and Ahlborn (2005) conducted analytical work
with corrosion of steel bridge beams due to deicing
media. The deterioration of steel beam ends due to deck
joint leakage and occasional spray from passing
vehicles usually consists of irregularly shaped holes,
termed section losses, which typically occur in the web
near or directly above the bearing area. This may result
in decreased shear capacity, web crippling, or web
buckling. This study provided the structural analysis
with simplified methods for computing the reduced
capacity of the steel sections. Kayser and Nowak (1989)
performed a field survey to study the corrosion profiles
of steel beams and indicated that corrosion is likely to
occur over the entire height of the web of steel girders
near the supports, and only upto J the height of the
web at mid-span, as shown in Figure 5.1. This damage
profile was also used in a study conducted by Komp
(1987) to reduce the area of cross section of the steel
girders to simulate structural response. In this study, we
adopt a similar approach to adapt the finite element
model with age and progression of corrosion.
5.1.2 Models for Deterioration of Concrete
Concrete deterioration is caused by a diverse set of
physical and chemical processes which occur in tan-
dem with each other. Chemical processes include corro-
sion of reinforcing steel, Alkali-Silica Reaction (ASR),
TABLE 4.1
Comparison of FE results for the I-164 bridge with prior research.
Stress Location
Results of This Study Results of Wood et al. (2007)
N/mm2 ksi N/mm2 ksi
Longitudinal Stress
Top of Girder 1 -0.199 0.003 0.013 0.002
Top of Girder 2 -0.262 -0.011 -0.069 -0.010
Top of Girder 3 -0.399 -0.030 -0.206 -0.030
Top of Girder 4 -0.655 -0.065 -0.483 -0.070
Top of Girder 5 -0.668 -0.072 -0.538 -0.078
Top of Girder 6 -0.414 -0.037 -0.276 -0.040
Top of Girder 7 -0.255 -0.010 -0.083 -0.012
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external sulfate attack due to contact with Sulfate
ions in water, Delayed Ettringite formation (DEF), and
other acid attacks. Physical processes include freeze-
thaw scaling and physical salt attacks. All these
processes — physical or chemical — are affected by
permeability and cracking of concrete in a complicated
inter-connected way.
The factor that causes that most direct damage to the
structure as a whole is the corrosion of steel reinforce-
ment. Ahmad (2003) described the electrochemical
processes of steel rebar corrosion as that in a flash
battery. The surface of the corroding steel functions as
a mixed electrode composed of anodes and cathodes
electrically connected through the body of steel itself,
upon which coupled anodic and catholic reactions take
place. Concrete pore water functions as an aqueous
medium, i.e., a complex electrolyte, thus forming a rein-
forcement corrosion cell. These processes are influenced
by factors both external and internal to the concrete.
External factors affecting corrosion pertain mostly to
various pollutants and environmental conditions that
contain or transport the chemicals that cause/help in
accelerating the corrosion process of the reinforcement.
These include availability of oxygen and moisture at
rebar level, relative humidity and temperature, carbo-
nation and entry of acidic gaseous pollutants to rebar
level, aggressive anions (mostly chlorides) reaching the
rebar level either through the concrete ingredients or
from the external environment, stray currents, bacterial
action, etc. Internal factors affecting corrosion are
related to substances that are the constituents of the
concrete mix used for the construction of the structure
or the physical or chemical properties of the mix itself.
Various design and construction practices also fall
under this category due to their indirect contribution to
the strength and stability of the structure. Internal
factors affecting corrosion include cement composition,
impurities in aggregates, impurities in mixing and cur-
ing water, admixtures, water/cement ratio, cement con-
tent, aggregate size and grading, construction practices,
cover over reinforcing steel, chemical composition and
structure of the reinforcing steel, etc. (Krykowski &
Zybura, 2009), the electrochemical description of rebar
corrosion and a method of numerical analysis of
concrete over degradation resulting from corrosion
based on the plasticity theory with distortion. Other
works of note on this topic include Morinaga (1990),
Beddoe et al. (2009), Boulfiza et al. (2003), Francois
and Arliguie (1999), Marchand et al. (1996), and
Menéndez et al. (2013).
5.1.3 Modeling the Effect of Natural (Non-Load)
Related Factors on Service Life of Structures
There is a rich literature on the various aspects of
the damage and deterioration processes and how
they affect the life of the structure. Bridge life models
try to integrate several deterioration mechanisms and
complicated long-term evolution of the damage. For
natural deterioration procedures, a general framework
of modeling the durability of structures was given by
Hjelmstad et al. (1998). They designed a numerical
model to simulate the effect of environmental stimuli,
including material degradation, structural performance
criteria and maintenance strategies over the life of a
structure.
Most commonly, service life predictions are based on
the time it takes for environmental elements to reach
and corrode critical structural components such as
girders in steel structures and the steel rebars in
reinforced concrete structures. This time to corrosion
usually consists of two parts, a depassivation time and a
propagation time. Depassivation is the time it takes for
chloride ions to penetrate the passive protective layers
surrounding structural steel, be it some sort of coating
or surrounding concrete cover. Cracking, even micro-
cracking, in concrete increases its permeability and
leads to acceleration of this stage. Propagation is time it
takes for the chemical reaction of rust formation to
occur and advance the corrosion within the element.
One of the first attempts to provide a mathematical
model of the corrosion process to predict service life
was made by Bazant (1979). This model considers the
volume expansion due to the formation of red rust
(Fe(OH)3) around the rebar core. The volume of this
rust is approximately four times the volume of parent
steel and therefore this expansion causes a radial
pressure to be exerted onto the surrounding concrete
ultimately leading to the spalling of concrete. Another
model for corrosion of reinforcing steel was given by
Morinaga (1990). This is an empirical model that
computes the amount of corrosion when the concrete
cover cracks due to expansion caused by rust formation
at the rebar surface and relates that to rate of corrosion
at steady state. Cusson et al. (2011) developed a service
life prediction model based on the transportation of
chlorides in concrete. They used the Crank’s solution of
Fick’s second law of diffusion (see Crank, 1979) to
determine the chloride ingress in uncracked concrete. In
cracked concrete, chloride ingress through cracks can
also lead to premature reinforcement corrosion and
therefore the chloride diffusion coefficient needs to be
Figure 5.1 Corrosion region in steel girders obtained from
field survey. (Source: Kayser & Nowak, 1989.)
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modified to represent the cracked medium (see Boulfiza
et al., 2003; De Schutter, 1999; Francois & Arliguie,
1999; Gérard & Marchand, 2000; Rodriguez & Hooton,
2003). This model relates the formation of the corro-
sion products to radial stress around the rebar at dif-
ferent stages of corrosion-induced damage (i.e., internal
cracking, surface cracking, spalling or delamination)
and to the time it takes for these stages to occur. Other
studies of interest on this topic include Shi et al. (2012),
Stark (2011) and Yang et al. (2004).
5.1.4 Modeling the Effect of Load-Related Factors on
Service Life of Structures
Several studies have been conducted to investi-
gate the effect of traffic loadings on the life-cycle of
bridge structures. Fehlmann and Vogel (2009) per-
formed large-scale tests with frames under cyclic
loading showing how fatigue damage can be detected
at an early age. Olsson and Pettersson (2010) compared
available methods of fatigue assessment and showed
that the number of load cycles is not a leading factor
governing fatigue life, instead it is primarily affected by
the number and range of high-stress causing events.
With the rapid development of computer-aid-engi-
neering (CAE) techniques and the need to analyze more
complicated problems, commercial software for pre-
dicting service life are also becoming available. One
such software is STADIUM by SIMCO Corporation,
which covers different types of reinforced concrete
structures. A free software is Life-365 (http://www.
life-365.org/), which can estimate the service life and
life-cycle costs of alternative concrete mixtures taking
into account corrosion protection systems, effects of
chloride exposure, environmental temperature, high-
performance concrete mixture proportions, surface
barriers, and different steel types. A recent software
from Dassault Systems is the FE-SAFE software, a
durability analysis software that uses finite element
methods. This software can accommodate different
types of loading and incorporates a variety of fatigue
models to conduct durability analysis.
5.2 Finite Element Framework for Durability Analysis
Using Model Updation
In this study, we postulate that statistical arguments
that are used to study the fatigue life of individual
material coupons can also be extended to study the
durability of a bridge inventory (comprising thousands
of bridges) within a particular state or even across the
nation. We argue that within a given inventory of
bridges, one can identify multiple subsets of bridges
that are similar to each other (based on some classi-
fication criteria), and that the behavior of each of these
subsets of bridges can be studied using computational
models of one or more bridges that are representative of
that particular subset. Detailed finite element (FE)
models of these representative bridges were developed
and calibrated with real-life data for studying the effect
of various nature- and human-induced factors on their
durability.
In general, FE models are great for analyzing a
structure’s behavior for short periods of time on the
order of seconds or minutes, such as the response of a
bridge to a vehicle crossing over it. However, they are
not well-suited for directly simulating long-term
damage progression of incremental damage resulting
from repetitive vehicular loading and environmental
factors. To overcome this limitation, we employ the
technique of FE model updation as shown in Figure
5.2. Using this technique the durability analysis of a
representative bridge can be conducted by dividing the
life-span of a bridge into several simulation time-steps
DT (which can be of the order of months or years), and
the FE model is continuously updated at the end of
every time step as the simulation progresses, to reflect
the progression of damage in the bridge.
Within each simulation time step, the FE model was
analyzed for its dynamic structural response when
subjected to a few chosen vehicles crossing over it.
These vehicles were chosen in a way so as to ensure that
they were representative of the spectrum of traffic
crossing the bridge during a given time step. In this
study, five representative vehicles listed in Table 2.1
were chosen by carefully examining actual traffic data
obtained from INDOT, truck permit requests, and
weigh-in-motion (WIM) data from traffic stations
located near the selected bridge. The transverse position
of each of these vehicles on the bridge was also decided
based on the lane-wise traffic data recorded from the
traffic stations and is shown in Figure 2.11.
Note that the parameters of the FE model (such as
material properties, damage, etc.) were assumed to
remain stationary (not evolving) within the duration of
each time step, so that the effect of all the vehicular
crossings over the bridge during that time step can be
approximated as a superposition of multiple crossings
of the same representative vehicles. The FE analysis is
used to obtain the short-term time-history of the
variation stresses at all points in all the components
of the bridge during the crossing of an individual
representative vehicle. Then, using a Rain-flow load-
cycle counting method (see Downing & Socie, 1982), we
obtain the number of loading cycles that the various
bridge components underwent during each vehicle
crossing and multiply it with the average annual daily
traffic (AADT) and the number of days in the time step
to obtain the total number loading cycles for each
vehicle class during that time step. In reality, of course,
vehicles don’t cross a bridge one at a time, but it is
argued the effect of simultaneous crossing of multiple
vehicles over the bridge at the same time can also be
represented by superposing the effect of each vehicle
individually. Finally, the number of loading cycles
obtained from this process is used in conjunction with
the Miner’s cumulative damage model (see Miner,
1945) to estimate the incremental damage sustained at
every material point in the bridge. In addition to damage
due to loading, the damage due to environmental factors
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is also accounted for using an empirical relationship.
The total damage is then used to update the properties
of the FE model, conduct any repairs to the model as
per the established maintenance practices, and then the
entire process is repeated successively for all the time
steps to obtain a complete picture of the damage pro-
gression in the various components of the bridge during
its entire lifetime.
In this research, we use a basic damage model where-
by damage is represented as a reduction of material
properties (see Kachanov, 1958, 1986). Specifically, the
Young’s modulus (E) of each material point is reduced
based on the total damage (DTotal) at that point as:
ENew~(1{DTotal)Eo ð5:1Þ
where, E 0 is initial Young’s modulus; 200 GPa (29,000
ksi) for steel elements and 30 GPa (3,605 ksi) for
elements in the concrete deck. The same damage model
is employed for both steel and concrete bridge compo-
nents where the total damage DTotal is 0 at the begin-
ning of the simulation (representing no damage) and
increases towards a maximum value of 1 (indicating
complete damage). It is noted that while this damage
model is quite simplistic and in reality quantification of
damage is very subjective, the approach for durability
analysis proposed in Figure 5.2 does not necessarily rely
on this specific damage model. It is conceivable that
a more realistic damage model can be used within the
FE framework proposed to represent the actual state of
damage in various components. However, it is also
pointed out that with better and more complicated FE
models, the computational time it takes to run these
simulations also increases dramatically. In this paper,
we adopted a simple damage model for sake of compu-
tational feasibility.
At every step of the durability analysis approach
presented above, the FE models were calibrated with
available data from the literature and from inspection
reports of bridges similar to the chosen representative
bridge. This approach was then used to simulate
different scenarios to study the effect of changes in
loading and environmental conditions on the durability
of different components of the bridge. Further details
of this approach and scenarios studied are described in
the following sections.
Figure 5.2 Computational framework for modeling durability of bridges.
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5.3 Approach for Durability Analysis of Bridges
In this section we describe in detail each of the steps
involved in the proposed approach for conducting dura-
bility analysis of a bridge as presented in Figure 5.2.
5.3.1 Damage Accumulation due to Vehicular Loads
Within each time step of simulation, first the FE
model of the bridge was subjected to the chosen
representative vehicles crossing over it to obtain its
structural dynamic response to each of the vehicular
loads. During this step, vehicle-bridge interaction was
not explicitly considered, but a dynamic amplification
factor of 1.3 was multiplied to the vehicle load to
account for vehicle dynamics as per AASHTO (2012).
The displacements and stress time histories obtained at
each point in the FE model is usually oscillatory due to
the cyclic nature of the vehicular loading as shown in
the top-right subfigure in Figure 5.2. Each of the peaks
shown in the stress time histories corresponds to the
maximum stress caused by one of the representative
vehicles crossing the bridge. The oscillatory nature of
the structural response suggests the use of a fatigue
model, such as the Miner’s cumulative damage model
(see Miner, 1945), that can be used to correlate the
number of stress cycles to a cumulative damage index.
This has also been suggested by AASHTO (2012) and
Fisher et al. (1998). Thus we use a Rainflow cycle
counting method (see Downing & Socie, 1982) to count
the number of stress cycles that each point in the bridge
has undergone for each of the representative vehicles.
Assuming linearity of the damage model and making
use of the superposition principle, we multiply this
number of cycles with the estimated AADT of each
vehicle class and the number of days in T to obtain
the total number of stress cycles experienced by each
point in the bridge in a given T period.
The use of S-N curves is well established to study the
fatigue damage in metal structures, however, for con-
crete structures it is not so well established. Neverthe-
less, there have been studies where researchers have
attempted to quantify the damage in concrete struc-
tures under cyclic loadings in a very similar fashion to
fatigue damage models for metals. Gylltoft (1983) and










where logN is the logarithm (to base 10) of the number
of load cycles (N) to failure, at a specific maxi-
mum stress level (smax). Concrete strength (sck) for
the FE model in this study was chosen as 28 N/mm2
(4 ksi) in compression, and 3.3 N/mm2 (0.47 ksi) in
tension. The maximum recorded stress during the cyclic
loading, smax, was determined during the FE analysis
and was found to be 14.7 N/mm2 (2.1 ksi) in
compression and 2.7 N/mm2 in tension, both for load
class #5.
Finally, based on Miner’s rule, the total fatigue







where ni is a number of stress cycles corresponding to
the i-th stress range (simin{s
i
max) and Ni is the fatigue
resistance corresponding to this stress-range which is
obtained from standard S-N curves (see Pascual &
Meeker, 1999). In the present study, we used stress
ranges of 3.5 kN (0.5 ksi) with a 0 threshold in the rain-
flow cycle counting method to count stress cycle at each
point in the model. In addition, we have introduced a
parameter a to account for the effect of different long-
term stresses sustained at different points in the bridge
due to self-weight. Thus we define a at each point in the
bridge as the ratio of the average stress level at that
point to the material’s limiting stress. Limiting stress for
the steel components was taken as the yield strength
250 N/mm2 (36 ksi) and the compressive strength of
concrete 28 N/mm2 (4 ksi) was used for the concrete
deck.
5.3.2 Damage Accumulation due to Environmental
Factors
In addition to the damage due to vehicular loads, we
also used different empirical relationships to model the
damage that may be incurred by different components
of a bridge purely due to environmental factors.
5.3.2.1 Environmental damage model for steel super-
structure. The primary cause of environmental damage
in steel components is corrosion. In cold environments,
state DOTs use deicing salts on the roadways that
further cause deterioration of steel components as
chlorides leach into the structure. In this study, we
focus on the damage caused by corrosion as the only
cause of damage in steel due to environmental factors.
Consistent with the findings of Kayser and Nowak
(1989) who performed a field survey to study the
corrosion profiles of steel beams, we modify the cross-
sectional properties of the steel girders to model the
effect of corrosion over the entire height of the web of
steel girders near the supports and upto J the height of
the web at mid-span, as shown in Figure 5.3. However,
rather than reducing the cross-sectional properties
(which is difficult to automate in a FE model), we
chose to reduce the section modulus by reducing the
Young’s modulus of the damaged region by an appro-
priate amount. Thus as the simulation progressed from
one T period to the next, the region of the girder
highlighted in red in Figure 5.3, became progressively
more damaged due to corrosion. The amount of
reduction in the section modulus was calculated based
on a study conducted by Albrecht and Naeemi (1984)
where the following empirical relationship was developed:
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C~A:tB ð5:4Þ
to determine the corrosion depth C (mm), in terms of
the exposure time t (years), using constants A and B,
which depend upon environmental conditions. The
coefficients were defined for three sets of conditions:
good (A: 34.0, B: 0.65), fair (A: 80.2, B: 0.59), and poor
(A: 70.6, B: 0.79). In addition, we defined two more
conditions: excellent (A: 45.0, B: 0.45) and critical
(A: 93.0, B: 0.86) by extrapolation for use in this study.
It is important to note that the coefficients A and B
above encapsulate the effects of both the actual
environmental conditions, and regular maintenance
practices. Thus it is possible for a bridge to be located
in a ‘‘critical’’ environment and for it to be maintained
in an ‘‘excellent’’ fashion, so that the combined effect
would be to have a ‘‘fair’’ or even ‘‘good’’ natural
condition for the bridge.
The corrosion depth C obtained from Equation 5.3
was used to determine the damaged section modulus
due to corroded steel using the following equation:
dNatural~(DS=S0)|Cst ð5:5Þ
where, dNatural is the estimated damage due to corro-
sion, S0 is undamaged section modulus, DS is the
amount of reduction in section modulus due to corr-
osion, and Cst is a calibration factor that is obtained
using data from inspection reports described as follows.
According to the Indiana Bridge Inspection Manual
(INDOT 2010), repair or replacement of superstructure
is recommended when the condition of the steel girders
becomes poor (a rating of 4), which is defined as 5% to
25% of section-loss, and under normal (fair) conditions
it usually occurs around 40 years of life (see Sinha et al.,
2009). In this paper, a mean value of 15% was selected
as the value corresponding to a condition rating of 4, at
which replacement would be recommended. Furthe-
rmore, using Equation 5.4 to reduce the area of cross-
section of the girder, it was found that at 40 years, the
ratio of the change in section modulus (DS) to original
modulus (S0) was 0.03 for normal (fair) environmental
conditions. Using this as a guideline we calibrated the
value of Cst to 5, so that at 40 years under normal (fair)
environment conditions we would obtain a section loss
of 15%.
5.3.2.2 Environmental damage model for concrete
deck. An empirical natural damage model was used to
model deterioration in the concrete deck, including
corrosion of rebar as:
dNatural~(1 exp( (year)7:5|n|10{11)) ð5:6Þ
where, n is a parameter representing different environ-
mental conditions as shown in Figure 5.4. Equation 5.5
was derived based on a study conducted by Hu et al.
(2013) that used experimental and simulated data
to consider environmental effects of atmospheric CO2
concentration and Chloride diffusion process on con-
crete decks. By correlation the values of n corresponding
to excellent, good, fair, poor, and critical environmental
conditions were found to be 0.0128, 0.0235, 0.8, 1.78,
and 3.33 respectively.
5.3.3 Total Damage due to Vehicular Loads and
Environmental Conditions
Cumulative damage for both the steel superstruc-
ture and concrete deck, considering effects of both
vehicular loads and environmental damage, can be
expressed as:
Figure 5.3 Assumed damage profile due to corrosion in steel girders.
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DTotal~aL|dLoadingzaN|dNatural ð5:7Þ
where, ‘‘dLoading’’ is obtained from Equation 5.2 and
‘‘dNatural’’ is obtained from Equations 5.4 and 5.5.
Coefficients aL and aN were used to represent the
relative impact of loading damage and environmental
damage on the total cumulative damage. Several
simulations with different combinations of (aL, aN)
ranging between (0.3, 0.7) and (0.7, 0.3) respectively
were conducted to assess the effect of these parameters.
It was found that the higher values of aL led to a
predominantly linear increase in DTotal (and a corre-
spondingly linear decrease in the condition rating) as it
was primarily governed by dLoading, whereas larger
values of aN led to an exponentially increasing DTotal
that was dominated by dNatural. It was found that a
value of 0.5 for both coefficients aL and aN resulted in
the right mix of dLoading and dNatural and the correct
shape of the deterioration curve as observed in
inspection reports and existing deterioration formulas.
Calibration of DTotal was conducted by reviewing
bridge inspection reports from INDOT as explained
in the next section.
5.3.4 Simulation of Major Repairs and Replacement
of the Bridge in the Durability Analysis
Life cycle of all bridges includes maintenance, repair
and replacement. Assessment of the need for rehabilita-
tion and deck replacement depends on the condition
rating reported by inspectors, DOT priorities and
availability of funds. To correlate the condition rating
reported in inspection reports to the total cumulative
damage index in this study, we use the following linear
relationship between total cumulative damage index
(DAverage) averaged over all the elements in the FE











where Nel is the total number of elements in the FE
model. This relationship simply maps the CR scale
(9 for excellent down to 2 for extremely critical) to the
scale for damage index (0 for no damage to 1 for com-
plete damage) with an appropriate factor of propor-
tionality. During the FE analysis it was found that the
spread of individual values of DTotal around the value of
DAverage was quite high, such that some elements in the
critical regions of the bridge had significantly more
damage compared to DAverage. After a careful study, it
was found that a value of 0.7 for the proportionality
factor k led to a realistic match between the observed
damage in the FE model and that reported in the
inspection reports. Thus in accordance with established
INDOT practices, we assumed that the CR of a compo-
nent at the time of replacement would be ‘‘poor’’ (4) and
found the corresponding damage index DAverage to be 0.5.
We assume that, under normal (fair) conditions,
the concrete deck is replaced at 20, 40 and 55 years, the
steel superstructure is replaced at 40 years, and the
bridge is replaced at 70 years (see Sinha et al., 2009).
In this study, first replacement of any component was
conducted when the average cumulative damage in all
elements of that component reached 0.5. Upon replace-
ment, the initial damage index was reset not to zero
but to 10% of the damage at the time of replacement
(i.e., 0.160.5 5 0.05), which is also in accordance with
the data observed from CR plots obtained by examin-
ing several inspection reports. In addition, it was found
that the CR corresponding to replacement had pro-
gressively lower values as the bridge aged overall. To
account for these changes we adopted the following
equation to determine the damage index corresponding
to a replacement level of damage (RD):
RD(t) ~ RD z FID| t{tR
tR
ð5:9Þ
where, t is the current life of the bridge (years) and tR
is the year of the last replacement, and FID denotes
increases in RD for the next replacement. For the first
life cycle, RD is taken as 0.5 as noted above.
One drawback of this approach is that the FE model
may predict that different components of the bridge
need to be replaced at different times without taking
any practical considerations into account. For instance,
even though the concrete deck can be replaced by itself
if needed (usually around 20 years), replacement of the
steel superstructure (usually around 40 years) is accom-
panied by replacement of the deck as well. To account
for such considerations in the replacement process,
additional empirical criteria were imposed. It was
assumed that when considering replacement of the
concrete deck, the replacement criteria for the steel
superstructure would also be examined. If the steel
superstructure is within 80% of its replacement
criterion (i.e., DAverage . 0.860.5) then the replacement
of the deck would be delayed until replacement
criterion for the steel superstructure is met. However,
during this waiting period, if the damage DAverage for
Figure 5.4 Natural damage in concrete decks.
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the concrete deck exceeds 0.7 (corresponding to a cri-
tical condition rating), then both, the steel structure and
the concrete deck would be replaced immediately, even
though there may still be some life left in the steel
superstructure.
5.4 Numerical Case Studies Using the Framework for
Durability Analysis
The chosen representative US 52 bridge (NBI-19027)
in Lafayette, Indiana, was used to conduct several case
studies to investigate the effect of different problem
parameters on the durability of the bridge as described
next. See Figure 5.5 for a depiction of scenarios used in
different case studies.
5.4.1 Simulation of Durability of the Representative Steel
Bridge
Case 0 (default). Realistic AADT values listed in
Table 2.1 were applied and a 10% increase in traffic
every 10 years was considered. Bridge components were
replaced when cumulative damage reached 0.5 (RD 5
0.5). Normal (Fair) conditions were adopted for the
natural damage (encapsulating the actual effect of the
environment and regular maintenance practices, as
mentioned before). The simulation time step DT was
chosen as 5 years. Since using a smaller DT would
result in a more accurate model, simulations were also
conducted with DT 5 1 year, 2 years, and 10 years. It
was found that the differences between DT 5 1 year,
2 years, and 5 years were very minute, whereas DT 5 10
years led to an appreciable difference in the damage
evolution of the model. Damage progression in girder
#4 and the adjoining deck is shown in Figure 5.6 for
different instants of time during its life. Figure 5.7
shows photographs of the steel bridge superstructure
taken in 2012. Figure 5.8 shows the average cumulative
damage DAverage and condition rating plots for the
concrete deck and steel superstructure. Figure 5.9, a
comparison of computational increment year, is dis-
cussed later in this section. Figure 5.10 and Figure 5.11
show a good agreement with data from inspection
reports and the IBMS deterioration curve (for steel).
Figure 5.10 and Figure 5.11 also show the distribution
of damage in the various elements of the bridge in the
form of horizontal bar charts at specific instants of time
(the percentage shows the fraction of the total number
of elements with that level of damage). In addition, the
plots also show the contribution of dNatural to DTotal
where the difference between these curves is accounted
for by dLoading. The durability model predicts the need
for replacing the concrete deck at 25, 41 and 71 years
and the steel superstructure at 41 and 71 years. Note
that between 41 and 71 years, the replacement of con-
crete deck was delayed in the present scenario to allow
for simultaneous replacement of the deck and super-
structure (along with bridge replacement) at 71 years.
Due to this delay, the deck damage had reached a
critical level of 0.7 by 71 years and that prompted the
immediate replacement of the steel superstructure and
the deck, as per the repair and replacement policies
implemented in the model. Note that by 41 years some
elements in the steel superstructure had reached a
damage index of close to 1 (‘‘complete’’ damage). This
artifact of the durability analysis should be interpre-
ted with some caution. Most FE models have areas of
high stress concentrations due to modeling assump-
tions, which can lead to large build-up of stresses (and
damage) that is unrealistic. One should examine the
damage contours as shown in Figure 5.6 to determine if
this is the case or if there is really some area of high
damage which may be a cause for concern.
The time step for the durability simulation Dt was
defined as year increment of applied load group
considering computation limitation and accuracy. For
an example, if Dt is equal to 5 years, load classes are
applied one time for 5 years with AADT.
For simulation of realistic bridge with AADT, it
would be reasonable to use Dt of 1. But, it was required
to find optimized Dt due to limitation of result size and
analysis time. Figure 5.9 shows the damage in steel
superstructure with Dt 5 5 and Dt 5 2 for 45 years. The
superstructure was designed to be repaired when the
Figure 5.5 Depiction of scenarios used in different case studies.
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average damage in all elements of superstructure
reached 0.5. The validation for two different Dt was
conducted comparing average values of results, max-
imum value and minimum value. Maximum damage
resulted from analysis of 5-year Dt at 35 years was close
to results of analysis of 2-year Dt. Average damage
from analysis of 5-year Dt was thus chosen to be
acceptable for realistic bridge analysis due to computa-
tional limitation of file size and running time.
Case 1 (increased truck traffic). In this case, an
increased gross vehicle weight (GVW) of 535 kN (120
kips) was considered by scaling the regular truck load
from Table 2.1 and in addition the values of AADT for
the three overweight representative truck loadings
(loading 3, 4 and 5) were doubled. This case would
correspond to a hypothetical scenario of increased
weight limits for regular trucks (which is actually under
consideration currently) coupled with the initiation of
heavy industries or a large infrastructure project in the
vicinity of the bridge. The cumulative damage and
condition rating plot for this case is shown in Figure
5.12 and it clearly demonstrates the reduction in life of
both the concrete deck and the steel girders due to
increased truck traffic. Note that the contribution of
dNatural to DTotal remains the same as the default case 0
and the additional damage in this case is caused only to
increased dLoading. It may also be noted that while most
bridge designs are based on static load combinations
with appropriate factors of safety, they seldom give
consideration to durability of the bridge. Instead, the
durability analysis in this case shows that if a bridge,
that was likely to be subjected to heavy traffic loads,
were designed with bigger structural members so that
the resulting stresses under loading would be smaller,
then that would also help in increasing the life of the
bridge components.
Case 2 (critical environment condition). This case was
used to simulate the effect of increased natural
damage that may occur due to either the bridge
being located in a highly corrosive environment or
insufficient maintenance, or both. Values corres-
ponding to ‘‘critical’’ conditions were chosen in Equa-
tions 5.3 and 5.4 for the steel superstructure and
Equation 5.5 for the concrete deck and the resulting
progression of damage index and condition rating
is plotted in Figure 5.13. From the results of this case,
Figure 5.6 Damage propagation in steel superstructure obtained from durability model.
Figure 5.7 Photographs of the steel bridge superstructure in 2012.
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Figure 5.8 Evolution of condition rating of the representative steel bridge for case 0.
Figure 5.9 Comparison of computational increment year.
Figure 5.10 Comparison of deck condition rating for different cases.
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Figure 5.11 Comparison of condition rating of the steel superstructure under different cases.
Figure 5.12 Detailed comparison of condition rating from cases 0 and 1.
Figure 5.13 Detailed comparison of condition rating from cases 0 and 2.
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it is clear that ‘‘critical’’ environmental conditions
also reduce the life of bridge components where the
additional damage is primarily accounted for by
dNatural.
5.4.2 Simulation of Durability of the Representative
Concrete Bridge
In this section (Figures 5.14, 5.15, 5.16, and 5.17) we
apply the durability framework to the representative
concrete bridge: I-164 bridge (NBI-70100).
5.4.3 Discussion and Limitations
One may note from Figure 5.10 that the real
condition rating for the concrete deck obtained from
inspection reports deteriorates slightly faster than
that predicted by the our model. Consequently, the
concrete deck was replaced around 20 years, which is
earlier than what is shown by our durability model.
This difference occurs because the FE model used
in this study does not account for all possible causes
of damage to the deck. For instance, an important
cause of damage to the deck results from snow-plows
hitting the deck-joints, which causes concentrated
zones of damage around the deck joints that pro-
pagate with time. The natural damage model used in
this study assumes uniform natural damage at all
points in the model and is not able to capture the
damage due to snow-plows. This issue of damage
in deck-joints is investigated further in the next
chapter.
Figure 5.14 Typical damage profiles of the representative concrete bridge.
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Figure 5.15 Depiction of typical damage evolution obtained from the durability model.
Figure 5.16 Comparison of condition rating for cases 0 and 1.
Figure 5.17 Comparison of condition ratings for cases 0 and 2.
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6. DURABILITY OF DECK JOINTS SUBJECT TO
REPETITIVE SINGLE AXLE LOADS
This study will address some of the major concerns
associated with overweight trucks and their detrimental
effects on the deck joints in a bridge in terms of damage
and reduction in service-life of bridges. A report using
Weigh-in-motion (WIM) (Green et al., 2002) indicated
that the average daily traffic loads include approxi-
mately 3.3% overweight trucks over 200,000 pounds.
Traffic volume and truck weights have been increasing
with the growth and technical development of the
freight industry. Overweight trucks are regular issues
for state highway agencies to maintain bridges. The
increased overweight trucks can cause greater damage
and generate more micro-cracks in structural elements
of bridges than typical vehicle classes of the Federal
Highway Administration (FHWA). Eventually, cumu-
lative damages resulting from overloads may cause
more local damage on the deck joint region and affect
the service life of the deck and of the bridge.
Currently, Indiana Department of transportation
(INDOT) and other states’ DOTs employ various
simple empirical formulas to determine costs and use
them to collect permit fees from regular and over-
weight trucks for the entire bridge without consider-
ing local damage. So, the formulas are not based on
realistic durability analysis of bridges. Also, with
increasing truck weight limits, a detailed study of the
effects of single axle loads with dynamic amplifica-
tion factors and condition rating to simulate realistic
bridge has become necessary.
The study by Yanev (1997) indicated that deck joint
did not significantly influence on estimation of overall
condition rating of a bridge unlike girders and deck
slab. But, deck joints have a role in accommodating
necessarily structural movements of the bridge ele-
ments. If the bridge deck joint system becomes unable
to accommodate the movement, the bridge elements
experience over-stress that could eventually result in
damage to bridge elements and/or the deck joints them-
selves (Chang & Lee, 2001).
6.1 Objective
Some of the main objectives of this research are:
N to investigate the effects of single axle loads of repe-
titive traffic on the cumulative damage in deck joint
region
N to investigate the effects of interaction between over-
weight truck traffic and natural deterioration in deck
joint region
N to evaluate the dynamic amplification effect for different
wheel loads spanning the ends of deck subject to
repetitive traffic or overweight trucks, and
N to assess the effects of timely repair on concrete deck
compared to the inspection report data.
6.2 Background
A literature review examined studies related to
expansion joints. Some examples related to advantages
and disadvantages for deck joints are cited. Researchers
at Purdue University (Chang & Lee, 2001) investigated
deck joints for 5,300 bridges in Indiana. In the past,
metal deck joints such as finger joint and sliding plate
were largely used. Strip seal (S.S.) joint and compres-
sion seal (B.S.) joint have been used mainly since 2000
and these two types of deck joints are currently found in
approximately 2,385 bridges in Indiana (See Figure 6.1).
It has been reported that B.S. joints and S.S. joints
have good quality of the installation, in general, but B.S
joint and S.S. joints have issues with leakage and
intrusion of water due to problems in their unsuitable
installations. Moreover, Indiana Department of Trans-
portation (INDOT) recommended that the use of B.S.
joints be avoided due to more spalling causing salt
deterioration along the leakage path and several
maintenance issues (see Figure 6.2). It is known that
traffic loads including overweight trucks accelerate
deterioration on bearings and damaged joints. A study
about B.S. joints and S.S. joints in NCHRP-synthesis
319, Bridge Deck Joint Performance by Purvis (2003)
reported: ‘‘B.S. joints and S.S. joints are susceptible to
tearing, puncturing, or detachment under traffic when
Figure 6.1 Deck joints in Indiana.
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debris accumulation rates are high, and have issues with
crushing in the block-out region.’’ Bolluyt et al. (2001)
conducted a survey from 39 states in the United States
and state that the main cause of failure of S.S. joint is
wheel loads. Snow-plow blade often causes the failure
of S.S. joint as well. States not related to the use of
snow-plow blade reported on deck joint failures also.
The Florida Department of Transportation (FLDOT)
design manual (Florida DOT, 2011) states, ‘‘A number
of joint problems and damage occur routinely on the
bridge edge and surface. Edge damage is caused by
crossing the deck with steel-wheeled rollers, steel-track
equipment or routine traffic.’’ The Texas Department
of Transportation states in ‘‘Bridge deck joint replace-
ment practices’’ that spalling in deck joint is caused by
poor installation, concrete material failure and concrete
fatigue.
A study related to dynamic amplification factor for
deck joints was conducted by Clauwaert (1986). The
relationship between the vertical dynamic wheel load
on an expansion joint and static wheel load was
investigated. To evaluate the effect of axle loads on
deck joints, dynamic vertical loads were calculated by
multiplying static wheel loads by dynamic amplification
factors ranging from 1.3 to 1.8 depending on vehicle
speed, bump’s height and bump’s length. Also, it is
reported that when truck travels deck joint with the
height of over 1 inch positive bumps, dynamic ampli-
fication factors need to be considered.
In order to investigate cumulative damage using dur-
ability analysis, it was assumed that reduced capacity of
bridge elements is in proportion to increased damage.
The term ‘‘damage mechanics’’ was first introduced by
Kachanov (1958) for creep-related problems and was
applied to the description of progressive failure of
metals and composites to represent the material be-
havior under the fatigue. Kachanov (1958) defined
‘‘damage’’ as a loss of stiffness or a reduction of the
secant modulus.
In order to conduct analytical work with bridge deck
joint, the information of various types of deck joints
used in Indiana as shown in Figure 6.1 was used. In
past, metal type deck joints were usually used. How-
ever, compression seal joint, strip seal joint and integral
abutment joint are currently used in Indiana. This study
indicates that most current deck joint are able to
accommodate up to 4 in movement and current deck
joints are designed for 10 years-service life by INDOT’s
policy. The maintenance cycle of bridge deck joint is
approximately every 2 years.
B.S. joint (35%) and S.S. joint (9%) have an advan-
tage against water leakage. However, according to
Indiana Bridge Inspector’s interview and survey, B.S.
Joint has spalling on the joint’s back wall that causes
leakage with salt deterioration. Also, traffic loadings
can accelerate the deterioration of bearings and dam-
aged joints. For SPR 3630 project, B.S. joints, which
have the largest proportion in Indiana, are selected to
be investigated in detail and simulated.
6.3 Research Approach and Scope
This study is focused on local damage analysis
through a deck joint model separated from global
bridge analysis. The deck joint model consisted of strip
seal based on sealant property following ASTM D
5973, deck of concrete with 4 ksi of compressive
strength, and concrete blockouts of both deck ends
containing strip seals. This scope of this study is:
i. Durability modeling consisted of accounting for the
effect of cumulative damage on deck joint region due to
repetitive loadings;
ii. Damage of deck joint region was assumed to influence
only concrete blockout along the width of deck end
part;
iii. Dynamic amplification factors was investigated based
on numerical approach using ABAQUS version 6.12
IMPLICIT and,
Figure 6.2 Possible intrusion path of chloride ion.
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iv. Damage was presented by summation of environmental
deterioration and cumulative damage due to loadings.
A schematic description of the computational pro-
cedure is shown in Figure 6.3. The analysis of deck joint
model subject to 1,000 pounds axle load was con-
ducted preliminary to deck joint analysis by cumula-
tive damage resulted from applied realistic axle loads
due to accessibility and effectiveness. Specifically,
through results from preliminary FE analysis, different
dynamic amplification factors were set to be applied to
the surface of deck blockout. To evaluate effects of
realistic traffic including overweight trucks, five repre-
sentative axle load classes were selected considering
configuration of FHWA vehicle classification and
Michigan trailer trucks shown in Table 6.1. The load
classes were applied by multiplying different amplifica-
tion factors using DLOAD in ABAQUS user sub-
routine code.
The stress-time history was obtained when single axle
loads with annual daily traffic (ADT) travel on deck
blockout, and the stress-time history was used to deter-
mine cumulative damages using Miner’s rule (Miner,
1945) and S-N curve in concrete (Johansson, 2004).
Miner’s rule is used to estimate the fatigue damage
accumulation, and it is assumed that the damage of
each cycle in a stress time history is independent in
Miner’s rule. Based on Miner’s rule, the total damage
(dloading) due to repetitive loads can be defined as a
summation of the fatigue damage caused by each stress





where ni is a number of cycles of the i-th stress range
and Ni is the fatigue resistance.
Cumulative damages influenced by applied realistic
traffic and natural deterioration attenuate stiffness of
deck blockout, and total values of damage were used to
estimate condition rating of blockout. The history of
condition rating (CR) of realistic bridge was presented
in the inspection report provided by INDOT, and the
condition rating provided by INDOT was used to
calibrate the condition rating resulted from FE analysis.
For FE model, less four of condition rating for all
bridge elements is usually required to be considered as
replacement even depending on inspector’s judgment.
In this study, it was assumed that 50% of cumulative
damage meant 50% reduction of capacity for deck
joint. Deck joint model was designed to be replaced
when cumulative damage met 0.5.
TABLE 6.1
Applied single axle loads considering overweight (OW) trucks.




2 CAR 4 5 2 + 2 2 kip 2 8 kip 3
3 PU 12 5 6 + 6 6 kip 2 18 kip 11
4 BUS 24 5 8 + 16 8 kip 3 20 kip 7
5 2D 40 5 8 + 32 10 kip 1 27 kip 12
6 SU 3 72 5 8 + 3262 12 kip 1 32 kip 16
7 SU 4+ 80 5 10 + 3562 15 kip 1
8 ST 4- 90 5 1865 16 kip 3
9 ST 5 126 5 18 + 2764 18 kip 11
10 ST 6+ 126 5 18 + 2764 20 kip 7
11 MT 5- 126 5 18 + 2764 22 kip 5
12 MT 6 134 5 18 + 23.265 25 kip 8








200 kip 15 + 25 x 3 + 2265
496 kip 20 + 30 x 2 + 32613
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For damage due to natural corrosion, it was assumed
that the condition of bridge influenced on damages due
to natural decay in reinforced concrete deck blockout
follows the exponential curve in Equation 6.2, which
shows damage due to natural deterioration correlates to
the lifetime of the bridge:
dnatural~1{ exp ({t
2=n) ð6:2Þ
where t is age (year) of bridge and ‘‘n’’ is a constant
depending on inspection report data.
Total damage in Equation 6.4 was used to update
elastic modulus with reduction caused by cumulative
damage for next cycle of durability model. Reduced
elastic modulus was replaced for all elements in next life
cycle. Damage model in this project considered total
damage due to repetitive loadings and natural corro-
sion in concrete blockout as shown in Equation 6.3.
Specifically, cumulative damage for concrete blockout
due to repetitive loadings accounted for compressive
stress and tensile stress using parameters of a1, a2, and
a3 calibrated by inspection report. In this study, a1, a2,
and a3 of 0.3, 0.5 and 0.2 were used, respectively. Modi-
fied elastic modulus (Enew) is expressed in Equation 6.4
Figure 6.3 Procedure of deck joint FE model analysis.
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aidi~ a1dNatural z a2dL,tentile z a3dL,comp:
ð6:3Þ
Enew~(1{dtotal)Eo ð6:4Þ
The condition rating was calculated based on total
damage (dtotal) for every life cycle. A durability model
including the effect of repair or replacement was
developed based on a condition rating of under 3 or 5
over the lifetime of the bridge to estimate the life-cycle
curve of the deck joint.
The condition rating was used to calibrate the results
of durability analysis using finite element (FE) model
calibrated using data from inspection reports. Inspec-
tion reports contain condition rating of deck joint of
realistic bridge for bridge lifetime as shown in Figure 6.4.
Inspection report indicated that life cycle of concrete
deck including blockout and strip seal joint varies from
15 years to 25 years.
6.4 Description of Finite Element Model
To simulate realistic deck end part including expan-
sion joint, realistic bridge data and FE modeling were
required. Deck joint region was modeled with a part
extracted from a bridge (NBI-19027) on US 52 as
shown in Figure 6.5. The selected bridge on US 52 was
used for the study ‘‘Life-Cycle of Steel Bridges: Effects
of Local Damage due to Interaction between Truck
Traffic and Natural Decay on Steel Superstructure’’ in
Chapter 2, and the bridge was analyzed by 3D full scale
FE model calibrated with experimental data conducted
by Canna and Bowman (2002). The US 52 bridge
contains strip seal joint as shown in Figure 6.4, and
condition rating from inspection report for the US 52
bridge is available to compare condition rating resul-
ted from durability analysis of deck joint using FE
modeling.
FE model of deck joint extracted from US 52 bridge
(NBI-19027) was designed using four nodes shell (S4R)
elements with six degrees of freedom (three translations
and three rotations). The partial FE model consisted of
a part of W306230 steel girder with elastic modulus of
29,000 ksi and Poisson’s ratio of 0.27, and eight nodes
solid (C3D8I) elements for 8-inch thick concrete slab
and concrete blockout with compressive strength of
4 ksi and Poisson’s ratio of 0.2. The width of concrete
Figure 6.4 Condition rating for bridge ages and spalling on deck joint. (Source: INDOT inspection report (NBI-19027).)
Figure 6.5 View of 3D deck joint model.
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deck was 30 inch (i.e., 60 inch 4 2 5 30 inch) based on
the effective width in AISC specification; the smallest
one among beamspan/8, beam-spacing/2 and distance to
edge. For design of deck blockout, it was referred to
NCHRP-synthesis 319: Bridge Deck Joint Performance
by Purvis (2003). The survey conducted by Purvis
(2003) indicates that accommodated movement of strip
seal deck joint varies up to 4 inches, and blockout
length varies between 12 and 24 inches. The initial gap
between two decks for strip seal joint is 1.5 to 2.5 in.
due to installation work. For this study, FE model of
deck blockout with 30 in. 6 12 in. 6 8 in. was designed
using 1,440 one-inch cubes as shown in Figure 6.5.
A 3-inch-wide strip seal was designed with properties of
neoprene; density of 3.47 6 10-5 kip/in3, tensile strength
of 2 ksi, Poisson’s ratio of 0.499 and Young’s modulus
of 11.8 psi according to the study of Guthrie (2005) FE
modeling consisted of five parts; steel girder, bearing
support, deck, strip seal and blockout in this study. The
four parts were rigidly connected using ‘‘merge option’’
in ABAQUS version 6.12.
6.4.1 Analysis to Identify Different Dynamic
Amplification Factor
The comparison of reaction forces between hand
calculation and FE model results was conducted to
ensure whether deck modeling properly works in the
system. For bearing, the boundary conditions to restrict
displacement in the x (transverse) and y (gravitational)
direction were used. Also, four boundary conditions
(BC1, BC2, BC3 and BC4) with constraint in the z
(longitudinal) displacement were used at outside ends of
FE model as shown in Figure 6.5. A frictionless plate
with 20,000 pounds was applied to the top surface of
concrete blockout by moving the plate along with the
longitudinal direction for the analysis of reaction force
and dynamic amplification factor. The weight of 20,000
pounds was selected as mean value of the majority of
axle classes as shown in Table 6.1. In order to determine
the size of reasonable tire, it was referred to the study
by Salgado, R. (2002). The study indicates that the tire
carrying 20,000 pounds yields the net contact area of
81.0 in2. Thus, for this computational calibration
analysis, the tire plate with 8 in. 6 10 in. was selected.
First, the tire plate model traveled on the top surface
of deck and deck blockout for five seconds along with
the longitudinal direction using ABAQUS IMPLICIT
version 6.12. Specifically, a blockout element was based
on one-inch cube. 8-inch-wide plate exactly passed on
the top of eight one-inch cubes of blockout elements as
shown in Figure 6.6. Eight one-inch cubes were set to a
group from A to F. The reaction forces (RF) from
bearing plate and a horizontal pin at BC1 were
obtained from FE model analysis to compare hand-
calculation as shown in Figure 6.7 and Figure 6.8. For
FE model, the load of 20,000 pounds was uniformly
distributed on the surface of plate. It was assumed
that concentrated force of 20,000 pounds at point
A at the center of plate was used for convenience in
hand-calculation. Figure 6.7 shows that reaction force
history at BC1 by FE analysis followed result of hand-
calculation (i.e., RF 5 20 kip 6 (17 in. - x) 4 36 in.).
The reaction force history at bearing plate in part 1
shown in Figure 6.5 was obtained as shown in Figure 6.8
while the plate moved 6 in./sec from point A to the
opposite blockout. The reaction force at bearing in
part 1 as described in Figure 6.8 was constantly around
20 kip before plate moved to the opposite blockout.
Figure 6.7 and Figure 6.8 indicated that local deck
joint model represented behavior of realistic deck joint
region. The assumed boundary conditions are in accep-
table agreement.
Next, the analysis of moving plate on deck blockout
was used to determine effects of different dynamic
amplification factor on blockout. Stress-time histories
in blockout were obtained as shown in Figure 6.9.
Pressure values of eight elements in a column on the
surface of blockout subject to moving plate with
0.25 ksi (i.e., 20 kip 4 80in2 5 0.25 ksi) were averaged
to obtain stress-time history. Pressure values from six
representative groups consisting of eight elements as
shown in Figure 6.6 were plotted as shown Figure 6.9
for 5 seconds while plate was traveling.
The obtained stress values were mostly 0.25 ksi due
to applied pressure exclusive of values from group C
and D. Ratios of averaged pressure values to 0.25 ksi
are shown in Table 6.2. Figure 6.9, Figure 6.10 and
Table 6.2 show that stresses resulted from the end of
blockout were higher than other region in roadway of tire.
This computational analysis results indicated that dif-
ferent dynamic amplification factors (DAF) need to be
taken into account for durability analysis subject to
repetitive loadings which may reduce the lifetime of a
concrete deck.
6.4.2 Analysis of Durability Model of Deck Joint
To evaluate damage evolution in concrete blockout
due to repetitive load with DAF, four different input
parameters were set as shown in Figure 6.10. Group
information from A to G was illustrated in Figure 6.6.
Case 1 was set based on normal applied load effect with
no DAF. Case 2, case 3 and case 4 were set with
different dynamic amplification factors as shown in
Figure 6.10 according to results from moving plate FE
analysis. Stress-time history of deck joint region subject
to repetitive axle load with AADT as shown in Table
6.3 was determined using ABAQUS DLOAD subrou-
tine and ABAQUS IMPLICIT. Selected load classes
TABLE 6.2
Maximum pressure value for six groups.
Group F E D C B A
Max. pressure
(ksi)
0.23 0.23 0.36 0.35 0.23 0.23
Ratio to 0.25 ksi 0.9 0.9 1.4 1.4 0.9 0.9
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Figure 6.6 View of FE model for moving plate.
Figure 6.7 Reaction forces (RF) at BC1 in PART 1 for
validation of deck joint model.
Figure 6.8 Reaction forces (RF) at bearing in PART 1 for
validation of deck joint model.
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Figure 6.9 Pressure-time history for six groups of elements on the deck joint.
Figure 6.10 View of 3D FE modeling subject to different dynamic amplification factors (DAF) and potential cases.
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were applied with very slow velocity of 25 in./sec to
consider pressure by only different amplification factors
in the vertical direction.
Figure 6.11 showed Von-Mises stress against lifetime
of deck joint region. The stress values varied between
0.05 ksi and 0.35 ksi over the 35-year lifetime. Using
Equation 6.3, accumulated damage in concrete block-
out was plotted in Figure 6.12 with no repair or
replacement stage. Figure 6.12 indicated that lifetime of
concrete blockout was shortened as much as over
3 years due to dynamic amplification factors (DAF)
compared to case 1 with no DAF effect when cumu-
lative damage met 50% reduction in terms of modulus.
Case 1 with no DAF was calibrated by inspection
report, which provided 15 to 20 years as a lifetime of
deck joint. When total damage of concrete blockout
met 0.5 around 20 years, it was assumed that the
capacity of blockout is 50% of undamaged elastic
modulus. According to a study of the life cycle profile
introduced by Sinha et al. (2009), deck joint region is
required to be replaced around 15 years to 20 years.
Figure 6.13 based on Figure 6.12 showed cumulative
damage by case 1 with replacement of deck blockout.
Histograms of damage distribution at 14 years, 16 years
and 18 years were illustrated on damage graph of case 1
to find out the range of damage before replacement.
Damage with average value of 0.5 before replacement
varied between 0.45 and 0.60.
In order to simulate realistic damage accumulation
for deck joint region, replacement stage was considered
in life cycle using 3 parameters; (i) Repair Damage
(RD) provided by INDOT (ii) Future Increase Dam-
age (FID), and (iii) New Damage (ND). Repair damage
(RD) decided the time for replacement of concrete
blockout to simulate spalling or fracture. 0.5 of RD was
used to determine replacement point for first life cycle,
which means 50% of reduction of capacity in terms of
modulus. When the average damage from all elements
in damaged concrete blockout reached RD, reduced
Young’s modulus was replaced to damaged modulus
multiplying by damage value subtracted 10% of RD
from ‘‘1’’ (non-damaged status) as shown in Equation
6.5. The 10% of RD was defined as ND to differentiate
from newly-built-bridge. Application of ND was required
to increase RD for the next cycle. Equation 5.4 showed the
relationship between RD for next cycle and FID using tR
of design life year.
RD(t) ~ RD z FID| t
tR
ð6:5Þ
Cumulative damage against lifetime for case 1 with
no DAF was plotted in using RD, FID and ND for
concrete blockout. Figure 6.14 shows cumulative
damage for all cases with replacement stage using RD
and ND. The results from multiplying DAF by axle
loads showed that more damage was caused by DAF.
In order to compare condition rating of FE analysis
results to inspection report information, condition rating
based on damage results was plotted in Figure 6.15.
Cumulative damages resulted from case 3 and case 4
were not different. That meant effect of group C and
D was more effective than group B and E as shown in
Figure 6.15. Thus, case 1 with no DAF and case 3
reflecting DAF effects were analyzed using ABAQUS
6.12 with 0.7 of RD to compare inspection report data.
According to inspection report, deck joint including
blockout is not primary element of bridge. Damaged
blockout with spalling or torn S.S. deck joint is not
immediately replaced or repaired. In this study, it was
assumed that 70% reduction of capacity was appro-
priate for replacement. The results of case 1 and case 3
were compared to inspection report data as shown in
Figure 6.16. Condition rating of realistic data in inspec-
TABLE 6.3
Applied traffic volumes of five loading classes using AADT of NBI-19027 bridge.
Vehicle Classification GVW 5 S Axle Loads (kips) Estimated AADT
Selected Load
Class Applied Traffic Counts
FHWA
2 CAR 4 5 2 + 2 7,000 8 kip 1,700 5 15 + 2563 + 2265
4 BUS 24 5 8 + 16 100 18 kip 9,470 5 3,000 + 120 + 250 + 100 + 561,200
5 2D 40 5 8 + 32 1,000 20 kip 680 5 66100 + 80
6 SU 3 72 5 8 + 3262 600 27 kip 12,480 5 463,000 + 46120
9 ST 5 126 5 18 + 2764 3,000 32 kip 3,240 5 13680 + 1,000 + 26600
10 ST 6+ 126 5 18 + 2764 120
12 MT 6 134 5 18 + 23.265 250




138 5 12 + 16 x 2 + 1865 1200
200 kips 15 + 25 x 3 + 2265 120
496 kips 20 + 30 x 2 + 32613 80
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tion report was plotted for approximately 40 years.
For first life cycle of deck joint, there was not enough
data to compare. Figure 6.16 showed that condition
rating resulted from FE analysis results represented
inspection report data for the second life cycle of deck
joint.
To investigate effect of overweight truck traffic on
concrete blockout, 200% increased AADT of over-
weight trucks in Table 6.4 were applied using DLOAD
ABAQUS 6.12. Specifically, AADT of NBI-19027
bridge located in West Lafayette, Indiana, was used for
realistic data. According to traffic data for Tippecanoe
county provided by INDOT (INDOT Traffic Data,
http://www.in.gov/indot/2469.htm) and potential overweight
load of FHWA vehicle classification (Green et al.,
2002), seven classifications considered as an overweight
load as shown in Table 6.3 were increased as much
as twice. Increased five single axle load classes were
applied on the deck joint region model as shown in
the column of applied traffic counts in Table 6.4.
Figure 6.17 showed comparison of cumulative damage
for case 3 to increased AADT of overweight trucks.
The results of case 3 close to realistic condition rating
curve was used for comparison to investigate effect of
increased overweight Figure 6.17 indicated that increased
AADT of overweight trucks caused more accumula-
tion of damage. When cumulative damage met 70%, the
results from case 3 was 18 years, and results based on
increased overweight truck traffic was 13 years. It is
evident that 200% increased overweight truck contributes
to reduction of life of concrete blockout as well as the
entire deck and the durability model is able to capture
this reduction.
6.5 Summary
The results of simulated partial 3D bridge modeling
for realistic deck joint region have been presented. This
study presents durability model approach for concrete
blockout, which is concrete parts newly-constructed to
install expansion joint, using finite element analyses.
Through the assumptions and methodologies adopted
in the study, some conclusions can be obtained:
N An ‘‘accumulated damage’’ or quantitative estimate of
deterioration of concrete blockout extracted from
steel superstructure at different time periods using FE
Figure 6.11 Von-Mises stress against lifetime due to 5 single axle load classes in concrete blockout obtained using DLOAD in
ABAQUS 6.12.
Figure 6.12 Comparison of averaged cumulative damage due
to different dynamic amplification factors for four cases.
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model was obtained following illustrated procedure in
Figure 6.3.
N The results predicted by the 3D FE model and calibra-
ted dynamic amplification factors were in reasonably
good agreement by calibrating the results using condi-
tion rating in the inspection report. FE analysis of
moving plate using ABAQUS IMPLICIT provided
reasonable dynamic amplification factors for durability
analysis.
N Damage used in FE analysis was modeled as reduction of
the Young’s modulus. It was assumed that this reduction
of elastic modulus includes deterioration due to repetitive
loadings and natural corrosion using exponential curve
with lifetime as shown in Equation 5.1.
N To simulate realistic cumulative damage in concrete
blockout, replacement parameters such as Repair
Damage (RD) and New Damage (ND) were introduced
and used. Damage results based on replacement using
70% reduction of modulus for damaged blockout were in
good agreement compared to inspection report informa-
tion.
Figure 6.14 Average cumulative damage with repair stage by
four cases.
Figure 6.15 Condition rating based on cumulative damage
for four cases.
Figure 6.16 Comparison of condition rating based on FE
Figure 6.13 Average cumulative damage for case 1 with
replacement stage.
Figure 6.17 Comparison of accumulated damage by case 3
considering 200% increased AADT of overweight truck.
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TABLE 6.4
Applied traffic volumes considered 200% increased overweight trucks.




Class Applied Traffic Counts
FHWA
2 CAR 4 5 2 + 2 7,000 8 kip 1,700 5 100 + 1,000 + 600
4 BUS 24 5 8 + 16 100 18 kip 18,940 5 6,000 + 240 + 500 + 200 + 562,400
5 2D 40 5 8 + 32 1,000 20 kip 680 5 66200 + 160
6 SU 3 72 5 8 + 3262 600 27 kip 24,960 5 466,000 + 46240
9 ST 5 126 5 18 + 2764 6,000* 32 kip 4,280 top 5 136160 + 1,000 + 26600
10 ST 6 + 126 5 18 + 2764 240*
12 MT 6 134 5 18 + 23.265 500*




138 5 12 + 16 x 2 + 1865 2400*
200 kips 15 + 25 x 3 + 2265 240*
496 kips 20 + 30 x 2 + 32613 160*
*200% increased counts of AADT.
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7. CALIBRATION OF DURABILITY MODELS
In this chapter a parametric study is conducted based
on real NBI data to calibrate the durability models
developed. The NBI database was founded in 1982 and
it contains a uniform format for every state for sub-
mitting bridge data to the FHWA. Usually this data
has 110 items. In this study, bridges are classified
according to two criteria corresponding to the load-
ing and natural condition factors used in the dura-
bility models. Average Daily Traffic (ADT) is used to
classify bridges into different load-related categories
and location (latitude) is used to classify bridges for
different natural conditions. Note that natural condi-
tions encompass both, environment and local main-
tenance practices. However, in this study, the effect of
maintenance practices could not be quantified. Further,
the use of latitude as a proxy for natural condition is
based on the assumption that the more northern lati-
tudes suffer colder temperatures in general and some
counties also receive substantial lake effect snow. While
this is indeed an approximation, there are no other
criteria in the NBI database that reflect natural condi-
tions of a bridge and that would be amenable to the
analysis conducted below.
7.1 Bridge Classification
The first step is to classify the bridges based on built
material (reinforced concrete, pre-stressed concrete and
steel), ADT (average daily traffic) and Latitude. Each
of the parameters can be divided into five classes. In
Figure 7.1, all RC bridges were first sorted according to
their ADTs and a distribution of the number of bridges
within a specific range of log(ADT) was obtained (using
natural logarithm). The same process was used to
obtain classifications for Latitude. For both ADT and
Latitude, the distribution of bridges was divided into 5
classes going from Very low, Low, Medium, High, to
Very High. These classifications were used to categorize
each bridge in terms of its loading classification (using
ADT) and its natural condition (using Latitude). Ramp
functions were used at the boundary of adjacent classes
(shown with the dashed lines) to transition from one
class to another. The loading and natural condition
classifications of bridges were obtained for all INDOT
owned RC bridges and for all Indiana RC bridges as
well. The same process was utilized to classify PSC and
Steel bridges owned by INDOT and within Indiana in
general.
Note that while ADT and latitude are being used
here to estimate and classify the loading and natural
conditions of bridges, these parameters do not reflect
the underlying load or natural condition well. In order
to truly characterize the traffic loading on a bridge, it is
essential to have data such as WIM that records not
only the number of vehicles, but also their axle
configurations and axle loads. ADT by itself is a very
crude and insufficient measure of bridge loading.
Similarly, latitude of a bridge by itself is not a good
indicator of the local natural conditions and main-
tenance practices. In order to obtain a realistic classi-
fication of natural conditions, local environmental
quality and maintenance practices need to be quantified
by the bridge inspectors or the owner.
Once the distribution of loading and natural condi-
tions were obtained, the number of bridges in each of
the categories going from Very Low to Very High were
obtained as shown in Table 7.1 and Table 7.2 for
INDOT owned and all Indiana bridges respectively.
The deterioration rate for each bridge was then
obtained by searching the evolution of structural
condition ratings of the different components from
historical NBI data as shown in Figure 7.2 where the
top two plots show the evolution of condition rating of
every RC bridge deck as a function of the age of the
bridge, the second row of plots show distribution of
deterioration rates (obtained by a least squares fit from
the evolution of condition rating) for five classes of
loading and natural condition, and the third row shows
the average deterioration for each of these classes.
Average deterioration rates for each of the 25 classes of
bridges sorted by loading and natural condition were
obtained and listed in Table 7.3 and Table 7.4 for
RC bridge decks and in Table 7.5 and Table 7.6 for RC
bridge girders. Figure 7.3 depicts similar data for RC
bridge girders. Figure 7.4 plots the distribution of
deterioration rates for all RC bridge decks and shows
the average deterioration rate for all RC bridge decks
for both INDOT owned and all Indiana bridges.
Figure 7.5 plots a similar distribution of deterioration
rates for all RC bridge girders. In a similar manner,
average deterioration rates for each of the 25 classes of
INDOT owned and all Indiana bridges were obtained
for PSC and steel bridges, as shown in the following
figures and tables.
7.1.1 Deterioration of RC Bridges
See Figures 7.1 through 7.5 and Tables 7.1 through 7.6.
7.1.2 Deterioration of PSC Bridges
See Figures 7.6 through 7.10 and Tables 7.7 through
7.12.
7.1.3 Deterioration of Steel Bridges
See Figures 7.11 through 7.19 and Tables 7.13 through
7.19.
A summary of the overall average deterioration rates
decks and girders for all INDOT owned and all Indiana
bridges is given in Table 7.19. Overall this data shows
that deterioration rates for steel bridges were smaller
than those of RC and PSC bridges for both decks and
girders.
This data can be used to calibrate the overall
deterioration rate for the durability models developed
in the previous chapter. However, in order to determine
the relative significance of the effect of loading and
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TABLE 7.2
Classification for all Indiana RC bridges.
Weighted Number of Bridges
Average Daily Traffic (ADT)
Total1: Very Heavy 2: Heavy 3: Medium 4: Low 5: Very Low
Environmental
Condition
1: Critical 39.77 27.46 69.79 34.79 44.93 216.74
2: Poor 287.72 263.40 551.85 513.10 284.26 1900.33
3: Normal 204.82 147.57 375.36 197.11 159.85 1084.71
4: Good 463.05 254.08 561.55 327.72 297.37 1903.76
5: Excellent 81.48 12.48 232.66 38.76 55.07 420.45
Summary 1076.83 704.99 1791.22 1111.48 841.49 5526.00
TABLE 7.1
Classification for INDOT owned RC bridges.
Weighted Number of Bridges
Average Daily Traffic (ADT)
Total1: Very Heavy 2: Heavy 3: Medium 4: Low 5: Very Low
Environmental
Condition
1: Critical 12.43 28.19 42.43 43.84 36.00 162.89
2: Poor 37.36 58.57 64.53 67.53 41.56 269.54
3: Normal 189.11 211.39 298.05 255.34 229.01 1182.89
4: Good 63.29 48.56 111.36 67.22 47.92 338.34
5: Excellent 38.31 6.03 78.09 14.00 21.91 158.33
Summary 340.51 352.73 594.45 447.92 376.39 2112.00
Figure 7.1 Classification of ADT and latitude for RC bridges (left, INDOT owned bridges; right, all Indiana bridges).
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natural condition on the deterioration rate, a linearly





where r denotes the expected deterioration rate of a
specific bridge, rmin and rmax denote the minimum and
maximum expected deterioration rates for the specific
type of bridge, L and N denote the loading and natural
condition classification of the bridge, and aN and aL
Figure 7.2 Deck condition rating for RC bridges (left, INDOT owned bridges; right, all Indiana bridges).
TABLE 7.3
INDOT RC decks.
1: VH 2: H 3: M 4: L 5: VL
1: C -0.078 -0.079 -0.096 -0.085 -0.084
2: P -0.084 -0.085 -0.092 -0.098 -0.076
3: N -0.086 -0.079 -0.075 -0.077 -0.061
4: G -0.085 -0.061 -0.073 -0.077 -0.055
5: E -0.087 -0.069 -0.061 -0.074 -0.054
TABLE 7.4
All Indiana RC bridge decks.
1: VH 2: H 3: M 4: L 5: VL
1: C -0.075 -0.091 -0.075 -0.0692 -0.088
2: P -0.088 -0.079 -0.078 -0.0689 -0.107
3: N -0.092 -0.086 -0.113 -0.0847 -0.075
4: G -0.106 -0.083 -0.090 -0.0772 -0.068
5: E -0.082 -0.084 -0.067 -0.0764 -0.058
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denote the relative weighting of load-related and
natural condition-related deterioration. Figure 7.16
depicts the anticipated variation of deterioration rates
as modeled by this equation showing that one would
expect bridges with very low loading (approximately
characterized by ADT) and with excellent natural
conditions (approximately characterized by latitude),
would have the lowest deterioration rate and bridges
with high loading and poor natural condition would
have the highest deterioration rate. For instance, the
variation of deterioration rates for RC bridge decks
Figure 7.3 Girder condition rating for RC bridges (left, INDOT owned bridges; right, all Indiana bridges).
TABLE 7.5
INDOT RC girders.
1: VH 2: H 3: M 4: L 5: VL
1: C -0.076 -0.083 -0.084 -0.079 -0.083
2: P -0.084 -0.083 -0.091 -0.088 -0.075
3: N -0.083 -0.078 -0.077 -0.075 -0.060
4: G -0.084 -0.064 -0.075 -0.073 -0.054
5: E -0.071 -0.078 -0.065 -0.071 -0.047
TABLE 7.6
All Indiana RC girders.
1: VH 2: H 3: M 4: L 5: VL
1: C -0.077 -0.083 -0.074 -0.07376 -0.081
2: P -0.088 -0.076 -0.075 -0.06919 -0.118
3: N -0.091 -0.086 -0.113 -0.08128 -0.074
4: G -0.114 -0.084 -0.090 -0.07506 -0.067
5: E -0.077 -0.089 -0.066 -0.07584 -0.052
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listed in Table 7.3 and Table 7.4 and for RC bridge
girders listed in Table 7.5 and Table 7.6 may be
expected to follow the trend shown in Figure 7.16. The
minimum and maximum deterioration rates above may
be taken as the maximum and minimum values from
these tables or they may be taken as the average
standard deviation of the deterioration rates mentioned
in Table 7.19.
The variation of actual deterioration rates obtained
from the above analysis are shown in Figure 7.17,
Figure 7.18, and Figure 7.19 for RC, PSC and Steel
bridges respectively. For RC bridges, a rough trend of
Figure 7.4 Distribution of deterioration rate for RC bridge decks (left, INDOT owned bridges; right, all Indiana bridges).
Figure 7.5 Distribution of deterioration rate for RC bridge girders (left, INDOT owned bridges; right, all Indiana bridges).
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Figure 7.6 Classification of ADT and latitude for PSC bridges (left, INDOT owned bridges; right, all Indiana bridges).
TABLE 7.7
Classification for INDOT owned PSC bridges.
Weighted Number of Bridges
Average Daily Traffic (ADT)
Total1: Very Heavy 2: Heavy 3: Medium 4: Low 5: Very Low
Environmental
Condition
1: Very poor 34.81 97.01 94.96 54.23 6 287.01
2: Poor 54.32 67.51 81.48 62.19 65.59 331.09
3: Normal 85.64 82.12 101.47 123.51 76.38 469.12
4: Good 52.5 127.01 84.1 44.05 24.69 332.35
5: Excellent 47.41 95.21 40.34 76.58 7.89 267.43
Summary 274.68 468.86 402.35 360.56 180.55 1687
TABLE 7.8
Classification for all Indiana PSC bridges.
Weighted Number of Bridges
Average Daily Traffic (ADT)
Total1: Very Heavy 2: Heavy 3: Medium 4: Low 5: Very Low
Environmental
Condition
1: Very poor 53.92 303.51 246.15 245.1 10.8 859.48
2: Poor 356.43 745.28 542.12 489.52 8.82 2142.17
3: Normal 436.57 777.79 610.39 471.62 106.93 2403.3
4: Good 172.34 226.59 165.93 166.05 193.15 924.06
5: Excellent 120.75 280.99 236.06 657.52 462.67 1757.99
Summary 1140.01 2334.16 1800.65 2029.81 782.37 8087
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low deterioration rates at the bottom-left of the plot
and high deterioration rates at the top-right of the plot
are visible, suggesting that aN 5 aL 5 0.5 may be an
appropriate choice for RC bridges.
For PSC bridges, trends within the INDOT inven-
tory and all Indiana bridges are very different. This
discrepancy may be due to a design or construction
issue leading to high deterioration of a certain class of
PSC bridges. For INDOT PSC bridges, the data seems
to suggest that there is minimal effect of environmen-
tal condition and only ADT seems to govern deteriora-
tion. Thus one may adopt values of aN between 0 and
0.25 and aL between 0.75 and 1 for INDOT PSC
bridges.
Figure 7.7 Deck condition rating deterioration (left, INDOT owned bridges; right, all Indiana bridges).
TABLE 7.9
INDOT PSC concrete decks.
1: VH 2: H 3: M 4: L 5: VL
1: C -0.110 -0.083 -0.062 -0.073 -0.095
2: P -0.225 -0.073 -0.069 -0.083 -0.095
3: N -0.215 -0.096 -0.080 -0.081 -0.081
4: G -0.183 -0.086 -0.100 -0.090 -0.079
5: E -0.311 -0.104 -0.124 -0.111 -0.078
TABLE 7.10
All Indiana PSC bridge decks.
1: VH 2: H 3: M 4: L 5: VL
1: C -0.087 -0.087 -0.097 -0.090 -0.089
2: P -0.091 -0.091 -0.087 -0.092 -0.102
3: N -0.086 -0.084 -0.084 -0.089 -0.070
4: G -0.094 -0.096 -0.080 -0.100 -0.073
5: E -0.111 -0.093 -0.097 -0.198 -0.085
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Trends in the deterioration rates of INDOT owned steel
bridges were not conclusive. However, for all Indiana steel
bridges, it seems that environmental condition was the
governing factor for deterioration while loading had
minimal effect. One may chose aN between 0.75 and 1
and aL between 0 and 0.25 for such situations.
Figure 7.8 Girder condition rating deterioration (left, INDOT owned bridges; right, all Indiana bridges).
TABLE 7.11
INDOT PSC bridge girders.
1: VH 2: H 3: M 4: L 5: VL
1: C -0.100 -0.076 -0.062 -0.075 -0.104
2: P -0.223 -0.063 -0.063 -0.065 -0.061
3: N -0.221 -0.092 -0.068 -0.067 -0.067
4: G -0.198 -0.088 -0.104 -0.076 -0.064
5: E -0.301 -0.093 -0.118 -0.104 -0.073
TABLE 7.12
All Indiana PSC bridge girders.
1: VH 2: H 3: M 4: L 5: VL
1: C -0.076 -0.081 -0.090 -0.087 -0.082
2: P -0.085 -0.084 -0.081 -0.086 -0.106
3: N -0.085 -0.077 -0.075 -0.081 -0.066
4: G 0.079 -0.083 -0.073 -0.099 -0.061
5: E -0.093 -0.076 -0.084 -0.188 -0.075
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Figure 7.9 Distribution of deterioration rate for PSC bridge decks (left, INDOT owned bridges; right, all Indiana bridges).
Figure 7.10 Distribution of deterioration rate for PSC bridge girders (left, INDOT owned bridges; right, all Indiana bridges).
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Figure 7.11 Classification of ADT and latitude for steel bridges (left, INDOT owned bridges; right, all Indiana bridges).
TABLE 7.13
Classification for INDOT owned steel bridges.
Weighted Number of Bridges
Average Daily Traffic (ADT)
Total1: Very Heavy 2: Heavy 3: Medium 4: Low 5: Very Low
Environmental
Condition
1: Very poor 72.44 51.68 63.88 19.70 37.79 245.50
2: Poor 43.83 54.77 87.07 40.48 25.39 251.55
3: Normal 52.24 139.16 138.61 62.32 73.33 465.67
4: Good 323.48 183.04 344.89 87.81 111.51 1050.73
5: Excellent 39.44 8.06 185.98 2.08 24.00 259.56
Summary 531.43 436.72 820.44 212.38 272.02 2273.00
TABLE 7.14
Classification for all Indiana steel bridges.
Weighted Number of Bridges
Average Daily Traffic (ADT)
Total1: Very Heavy 2: Heavy 3: Medium 4: Low 5: Very Low
Environmental
Condition
1: Very poor 4.58 74.62 52.64 109.38 107.14 348.36
2: Poor 63.23 343.09 330.72 668.74 481.98 1887.76
3: Normal 85.56 154.62 211.61 159.37 101.83 712.99
4: Good 316.78 268.52 352.69 279.61 194.55 1412.15
5: Excellent 58.69 20.42 195.02 13.98 38.63 326.74
Summary 528.84 861.27 1142.68 1231.08 924.13 4688
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Figure 7.12 Deck condition rating deterioration rate (left, INDOT owned bridges; right, all Indiana bridges).
TABLE 7.15
INDOT steel bridge decks.
1: VH 2: H 3: M 4: L 5: VL
1: C -0.056 -0.073 -0.062 -0.065 -0.052
2: P -0.071 -0.070 -0.063 -0.065 -0.051
3: N -0.090 -0.071 -0.063 -0.054 -0.057
4: G -0.070 -0.063 -0.065 -0.060 -0.065
5: E -0.125 -0.036 -0.056 -0.097 -0.066
TABLE 7.16
All Indiana steel bridge decks.
1: VH 2: H 3: M 4: L 5: VL
1: C -0.081 -0.099 -0.102 -0.078 -0.088
2: P -0.067 -0.082 -0.093 -0.113 -0.079
3: N -0.062 -0.070 -0.079 -0.081 -0.067
4: G -0.074 -0.067 -0.067 -0.064 -0.071
5: E -0.123 -0.042 -0.061 -0.094 -0.063
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Figure 7.13 Girder condition rating deterioration rate (left, INDOT owned bridges; right, all Indiana bridges).
TABLE 7.17
INDOT steel girders.
1: VH 2: H 3: M 4: L 5: VL
1: C -0.046 -0.056 -0.055 -0.060 -0.050
2: P -0.066 -0.057 -0.055 -0.052 -0.050
3: N -0.079 -0.057 -0.054 -0.045 -0.051
4: G -0.059 -0.053 -0.054 -0.048 -0.053
5: E -0.095 -0.028 -0.052 -0.072 -0.053
TABLE 7.18
All Indiana steel bridge girders.
1: VH 2: H 3: M 4: L 5: VL
1: C -0.063 -0.103 -0.099 -0.100 -0.103
2: P -0.050 -0.088 -0.088 -0.116 -0.084
3: N -0.060 -0.063 -0.073 -0.079 -0.069
4: G -0.063 -0.055 -0.058 -0.052 -0.061
5: E -0.089 -0.034 -0.055 -0.079 -0.054
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Figure 7.14 Distribution of deterioration rate for steel bridge decks (left, INDOT owned bridges; right, all Indiana bridges).
Figure 7.15 Distribution of deterioration rate for steel bridge girders (left, INDOT owned bridges; right, all Indiana bridges).
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TABLE 7.19
Summary of deterioration rates: average ¡ standard deviation.
Parameter Group
Deck Girder
INDOT INDIANA INDOT INDIANA
Reinforced Concrete -0.0732¡0.0428 -0.0735¡0.0425 -0.0728¡0.0418 -0.0723¡0.0415
Pre-stressed concrete -0.0882¡0.0584 -0.0840¡0.0465 -0.0802¡0.0607 -0.0766¡0.0456
Steel -0.0663¡0.0368 -0.0719¡0.0465 -0.0546¡0.0308 -0.0676¡0.0431
Figure 7.16 Modeling the variation of deterioration rate with loading and natural condition.
Figure 7.17 Variation of deterioration rates for RC bridge
decks and girders (left, INDOT owned bridges; right, all Indiana
bridges).
Figure 7.18 Variation of deterioration rates for PSC bridge
decks and girders (left, INDOT owned bridges; right, all Indiana
bridges).
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8. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In this research, an approach for conducting
durability analysis of bridges based on the technique
for FE model updation was developed to simulate the
progression of damage in the various components of a
steel bridge. The numerical analysis approach presented
in this study is able to model the damage progression in
different components of a steel bridge by representing
total cumulative damage as a sum of damage due to
repetitive traffic loading and due to natural conditions.
A novel aspect of the durability analysis approach is
that it can capture the state of damage in all the ele-
ments of the bridge by updating the FE model with
decreased Young’s modulus corresponding to the level
of accumulated damage at various times during the life-
time of the bridge. Results of the time-dependent dam-
age obtained from 3D full scale bridge modeling were
compared to data from historical inspection reports,
showing that the model works well for capturing the
salient features of how damage progresses in steel
bridge components.
In particular, the durability analysis (under normal
conditions, case 0) was able to reproduce the state of
damage of the steel superstructure well in comparison
to the inspection reports. However, the state of damage
in the concrete deck was under-predicted by the model
because of the inability of the current model to repre-
sent localized damage near the deck joints. Further, this
approach for durability analysis was also used to con-
duct an investigation of the rate of damage progression
under different hypothetical scenarios. It was shown
that the effect of increased AADT including overweight
truck traffic was to increase cumulative damage in the
steel superstructures as well as the concrete bridge
decks. In addition, it was shown that deteriorating
natural conditions, either due to poor environment or
due to poor maintenance, also lead to a faster deterio-
ration of bridge components.
Lastly, it is postulated that this approach can be used
to investigate different hypothetical scenarios and
answer important questions such as ‘‘How would
increasing truck weight limits affect lifecycle of steel
bridges?’’ We envision that a user may be able to adapt
the durability analysis framework to their particular
scenario (in a way similar to what was shown in case 1
of the numerical case studies), by modifying the number
and weight limits of the load classes and the AADTs
associated with each class as needed. This approach
may also be used in conjunction with a structural health
monitoring program and help highway agencies in
making important decisions regarding their bridge
infrastructure.
8.1 Implementation and Recommendations
A possible implementation item from this research is
evaluation of permit fees processes for overweight
trucks. Using the durability models developed and
along with the equation for calculating the deteriora-





where the terms in the model are defined in the previous
chapter, it is possible to quantify the damage resulting
from individual classes of vehicles and to ensure that
the permit fee reflects the cost of the incremental
damage caused by a given truck.
Example: As an example, consider an RC bridge in
INDOT’s inventory that is similar in configuration to
the representative RC bridge modeled in Chapter 4:
‘‘Finite-Element Modeling of Reinforced and Pre-
stressed Concrete Bridges.’’ Assuming rmin and rmax
values of 0.116 and 0.03 respectively for both concrete
decks and concrete girders, based on Table 7.19, and
further adopting aN 5 aL 5 0.5, consistent with the
conclusion drawn from the previous chapter, one can
determine the expected deterioration rate r, for different
loading and natural conditions L and N. For instance,
a bridge under ‘‘normal’’ natural conditions (N 5 0.6)
will undergo, on average, deterioration rate ranging
between r~0:03z0:5  (0:6z0:2)  0:116{0:03ð Þ~
0:06 per year for very low traffic loading, and r~
0:03z0:6z1:0)  0:116{0:03ð Þ~0:1 per year for very
high traffic loading, implying a single point drop in
condition rating in 16 years and 10 years respectively
under the two cases with ‘‘normal’’ maintenance being
conducted on the bridges. Note that these estimates
are still limited by the assumptions underlying the
model and its calibration as presented in the previous
chapters. In order to obtain better estimates of the dete-
rioration rates, and explore the variation of these dete-
rioration rates with varying conditions, reliable historical
data on how the loading conditions, environmental
Figure 7.19 Variation of deterioration rates for steel bridge
decks and girders (left, INDOT owned bridges; right, all Indiana
bridges).
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conditions, and maintenance practices evolved for all
the representative bridges would be needed to recali-
brate the models.
Another possible implementation of the results of
this research is on the management of INDOT’s bridge
inventory based on expected deterioration rates for dif-
ferent classes of bridges. Knowing the expected deterio-
ration rates and how they may change with changing
traffic patterns, maintenance policies and natural con-
ditions may allow better planning of resource allocation
to different bridge operations. However, before this
implementation item can be realized, significant addi-
tional research would be needed to first ensure that the
durability models can be effectively calibrated with real
data from inspection reports and that other factors
affecting deterioration (such as design or construction
issues that may cause premature deterioration) are
properly accounted for in the durability model.
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TABLE A.1
Bridges based on different materials and length.
Structure No. Material Length Type
1 5000104 Pre-stressed concrete 15.2 Box Beam or Girders – Multiple
2 0001530 Pre-stressed concrete 23.8 Box Beam or Girders – Multiple
3 6300118 Pre-stressed concrete 16.2 Box Beam or Girders – Single
4 8300079 Reinforced concrete 17.5 Arch – Deck
5 7000128 Reinforced concrete 18.6 Arch – Deck
6 8800039 Reinforced concrete 19.5 Arch – Deck
7 8200007 Steel 92.7 Truss – Deck
8 1500079 Steel 91.1 Through Truss
9 5300061 Steel 21.9 Through Truss
10 6500163 Steel 18.3 Through Truss
TABLE A.2
Bridges on routes with high AADT.
Structure No. Route County Length (m) AADT
1 049650 I-65 Clark 66.4 42578
2 034616 I-65 Clark 211.5 44150
3 050280 I-69 Marion 61.5 50280
4 050240 I-69 Marion 62.9 57725
5 042750 I-70 Marion 33.4 31813
6 042810 I-70 54 31486
7 044500 I-74 Marion 79.6 28605
8 044520 I-74 Marion 66.4 28605
APPENDICES
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TABLE A.3
Bridges on highways in the corridor with WIM stations.
Highway WIM Site City NBI No.
Distance from
WIM Site Type Length (ft) Breadth (ft)
1 I-65 1100 Lafayette 037720 0.2 mile Steel, Girder 1286 38
2 I-65 1100 Lafayette 037640 2.4 mile Steel, Girder 394 38
3 I-65 4100 Rensselaer 038120 4.0 mile Concrete, Slab 72 21.9
4 I-65 4200 Merrillville 038590 1.1 mile Steel, Girder 153 61
5 I-65 5500 Clarksville 034720 1.4 mile P-S* Concrete, Tee Beam 303 83
6 I-65 5500 Clarksville 034700 0.9 mile P-S* Concrete, Tee Beam 124 82
7 I-80/90 7300 Chesterton 047020 0.3 mile Steel(S**), Girder 136 42
8 I-80/90 7340 South Bend 047670 1.6 mile Steel(S**), Girder 215 42
9 I-80/90 7340 South Bend 047690 1.8 mile Steel, Girder 492 42
10 I-64 5400 New Albany 034360 0.6 mile Concrete, Slab 120 42
11 I-64 6200 Dale 033800 0.4 mile Concrete, Slab 80 40
12 I-70 3600 Greenfield 042910 1.1 mile Concrete, Slab 79 38
13 I-70 3700 Richmond 043670 0.9 mile Steel(S**), Girder 141 39




Bridges in the extra heavy duty highway corridor.
Place Structure Name Length (m) Type
1 Michigan City 076834 27.6 Concrete, Slab
2 Michigan City 028800 53 Steel, Frame
3 Michigan City 076836 27.6 Concrete, Slab
TABLE A.5
Structurally deficient bridges.
Region Structure No. Length (m) Type
1 NW Indiana 6400134 62.6 Pre-stressed Concrete
2 East Indiana 8900226 26.1 Reinforced Concrete
3 West Indiana 0400073 26 Steel
4 NW Indiana 4500132 60.3 Steel
5 Central Indiana 0300133 71 Steel
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TABLE A.6
Bridges-based sufficiency rating.
Sufficiency Rating NBI No. Material Length (m) Design
1 80.8 049190 Steel continuous 79.9 Stringer/Multi-beam or Girder
2 70.3 041060 Steel continuous 56.1 Stringer/Multi-beam or Girder
3 60.7 013460 Concrete continuous 21.9 Slab
4 50.6 015380 Pre-stressed concrete 40.2 Slab
5 41.2 050950 Concrete 67.9 Stringer/Multi-beam or Girder
TABLE A.7
Bridges on Interstate routes.
Route NBI No. Material Length (m) Design
1 I-64 034440 Pre-stressed concrete 65.5 Stringer/Multi-beam or Girder
2 I-80 076760 Pre-stressed concrete 34.1 Tee Beam
3 I-90 046050 Steel 46.9 Stringer/Multi-beam or Girder
4 I-94 049280 Pre-stressed concrete 34.7 Stringer/Multi-beam or Girder
5 I-164 070270 Steel 92.4 Stringer/Multi-beam or Girder
6 I-265 070580 Pre-stressed concrete 56.4 Stringer/Multi-beam or Girder
7 I-275 049675 Steel continuous 66.4 Stringer/Multi-beam or Girder
8 I-465 050770 Steel continuous 85.7 Stringer/Multi-beam or Girder
9 I-469 076400 Pre-stressed concrete 79.2 Tee Beam
10 I-865 051310 Steel continuous 91.5 Stringer/Multi-beam or Girder
TABLE A.8
Bridges on state routes.
Route NBI No. Material Length (m) Design
1 SR 5 001600 Steel continuous 17.7 Girder and Floorbeam System
2 SR 38 012880 Pre-stressed concrete 15.7 Box Beam or Girders – Single or Spread
3 SR 75 024835 Pre-stressed concrete 40.8 Stringer/Multi-beam or Girder
4 SR 236 029880 Concrete continuous 31.7 Slab
5 SR 827 048840 Steel continuous 43.0 Stringer/Multi-beam or Girder
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TABLE A.9
Bridges on US routes.
Route NBI No. Material Length (m) Design
1 US 6 001770 Pre-stressed concrete 11.6 Stringer/Multi-beam or Girder
2 US 12 003220 Pre-stressed concrete 13.1 Box Beam or Girders – Multii
3 US 20 075101 Pre-stressed concrete 73.8 Stringer/Multi-beam or Girder
4 US 24 011265 Steel continuous 55.8 Stringer/Multi-beam or Girder
5 US 27 007370 Pre-stressed concrete 49.1 Box Beam or Girders – Single or Spread
6 US 30 008310 Pre-stressed concrete 50.3 Stringer/Multi-beam or Girder
7 US 31 009970 Pre-stressed concrete 88.1 Stringer/Multi-beam or Girder
8 US 33 010970 Concrete continuous 61.3 Slab
9 US 35 001070 Steel continuous 48.6 Stringer/Multi-beam or Girder
10 US 36 011654 Pre-stressed concrete 51.2 Stringer/Multi-beam or Girder
11 US 40 013560 Concrete continuous 40.5 Slab
12 US 41 015580 Steel continuous 79.2 Stringer/Multi-beam or Girder
13 US 50 018570 Pre-stressed concrete 209.4 Tee Beam
14 US 52 019270 Concrete continuous 57.2 Slab
15 US 136 026900 Pre-stressed concrete 39.6 Stringer/Multi-beam or Girder
16 US 150 027600 Concrete continuous 36.3 Slab
17 US 224 029130 Pre-stressed concrete 72.2 Box Beam or Girders – Multi
18 US 231 076676 Pre-stressed concrete 79.9 Tee Beam
19 US 421 032160 Pre-stressed concrete 64.6 Box Beam or Girders – Single or Spread
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APPENDIX B: ABAQUS SUBROUTINE FOR DURABILITY MODEL
Two types of subroutine code in ABAQUS 6.12 were used:
(i) DLOAD to simulate moving loads along with longitudinal direction, and
(ii) USDFLD to simulate reduced elastic modulus in every computational increment year (Dt) depending increasing damage.
Subroutine code based on FORTRAN program for ABAQUS modeling is following.
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About the Joint Transportation Research Program (JTRP)
On March 11, 1937, the Indiana Legislature passed an act which authorized the Indiana State 
Highway Commission to cooperate with and assist Purdue University in developing the best 
methods of improving and maintaining the highways of the state and the respective counties 
thereof. That collaborative effort was called the Joint Highway Research Project (JHRP). In 1997 
the collaborative venture was renamed as the Joint Transportation Research Program (JTRP) 
to reflect the state and national efforts to integrate the management and operation of various 
transportation modes. 
The first studies of JHRP were concerned with Test Road No. 1 — evaluation of the weathering 
characteristics of stabilized materials. After World War II, the JHRP program grew substantially 
and was regularly producing technical reports. Over 1,500 technical reports are now available, 
published as part of the JHRP and subsequently JTRP collaborative venture between Purdue 
University and what is now the Indiana Department of Transportation.
Free online access to all reports is provided through a unique collaboration between JTRP and 
Purdue Libraries. These are available at: http://docs.lib.purdue.edu/jtrp
Further information about JTRP and its current research program is available at:
http://www.purdue.edu/jtrp
About This Report  
An open access version of this publication is available online. This can be most easily located 
using the Digital Object Identifier (doi) listed below. Pre-2011 publications that include color 
illustrations are available online in color but are printed only in grayscale. 
The recommended citation for this publication is: 
Cha, H., Liu, B., Prakash, A., & Varma, A. H. (2016). Efficient load rating and quantification of life-
cycle damage of Indiana bridges due to overweight loads (Joint Transportation Research Program 
Publication No. FHWA/IN/JTRP-2016/06). West Lafayette, IN: Purdue University. http://dx.doi.
org /10.5703/1288284316329
